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was described by

a witness for the

miners yesterday.
Ben Stromberg, a Trinidad merchantof being forced off the street
,-told
by the militia on occasion of a dem
castration by strikers. He said he
was arrested by the soldiers, then
released.
f
Saru Irons, a striker, said he was
told hy a militiaman that he could
not go to the Rugby postoffice with
IF "MOTHER" JONES 13 TAKEN out a .pass fligned by the mine author
ities. He said the superintendent
THROUGH TRINIDAD'S THORgave him thg required pass.
OUGHFARES
..
During the morning session ' the
committee received a telegram from
Governor Amnions, in reply to a mesASKS COMMITTEE TQ WAIT
sage from Chairman Foster requesting
the presence of "Mother" Jones. The
TELLS STRIKE INVESTIGATORS A governor said that he would not re
fuse to produce "Mother" Jones, but
LETTER OF EXPLANATION
that ho would prefer to have her ex
WILL FOLLOW
amined In Denver or in San Rafael
hospital. The telegram explained
'
REFUSE that a letter would follow.
NOT
WILL
BE
the
to
await
decided
The committee
of the letter before, deciding
receipt
DEIS
TESTIMONY
WOMAN'S
IF
upon any further action.
MANDED HE WILL LET HfcR
at
Mrs. Marte Derr, postmistress
BE CALLED
Ludlow, gave an account of the
first battle of Ludlow on Oc7.
She found difficulty in maktober
Denver, Feb. 17. Governor E. M.
situation
clear to the investithe
ing
of
indicated
his
fear
Amnions today
was
serious trouble In the Southern Colo- gators, and after "a conference it
would
the
decided
congressmen
that
Mary-Jonerado strike region if "Mother"
should be taken through the visit Ludlow before further testimony
streets of Triniad from her prison in is taken relative to events in that
the San Rafael hospital, where she is locality. It was planned to make the
morn
held in communicado by the state trip this afternoon or tomorrow
ing.'
troops, to the hall where the sessions
The next witness for the strikers
of the congressional
investigation
Leko Pedri, a storekeeper at Old
was.
committee are holding.
In response to a telegram from Segundo. He said he had been pre
Chairman M. D. Foster, of the com- vented by the company marshal from
mittee asking that the military author- entering the Segundo mine property
com
ities be directed to take "Mother" of the Colorao Fuel and Iron
orders
to
take
tried
he
where
pany,
Jones before the committee, Governor
Amnions replied by telegram and by from the miners.
The witness was questioned by
letter. In his telegram to Chairman
Foster and Byrnes
Representatives
3eclai?J
Foster, Governor Ammons
of coal
he would "obey" the wishes cf the about the customary election
of
officers
as
company
employes
committee, but would much prefer
that "Mother" Jones be examined by school districts. He explained thatin
the committee in Denver or In the many, instances nearly all the voters
in the school districts are employes
hospital to "avoid danger and trouthe companies.
,
of
ble," and mentioned his letter which
was question
Radlich
Mrs.
Augusta
evento
was
reach the committee this
ed through a Polish interpreter. Sbe
in..
While Governor Amnion's hesitated said she lived in the Ludlow tent
where in January, she testified,
to make public the contents of the
, soldier
threatened to knock heH
a
letter before it reached the. commitdid not move from the
she
down
if
tee, it was understood that the teyt
soldier cursed her, she
street.
The
elaborated on the matters contained
;
told
committee.
the
m his telegram, and told a. length
a
Pole, told
Warcek
TIska,
young
and
the
reasons
her
for
the
captivity,
cause of Ms anxiety lest her unre- of being brought to Colorado from
was
strained presence in the city of Trini- Pittsburgh,. He declared that he
was a striKe in
not
there
that
told
dad influence the strikers, tj riot.
the coal fields. When luncheon recess was taken shortly after 1 o'clock,
Is
Withdrawn
Request
committee
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 17. Edward it was announced that the
P. Costigan, attorney for the United would not go to Ludlow this afterMine Workers of America, this after- noon, but probably would make the
noon temporarily withdrew his re- trip tomorrow morning.
quest for a subpoena requiring the appearance "of "Mother" Mary Jones as
a witness before the house
GIRL BEATEN TO
investigating the Colorado coal
ifiiiners' strike.
Mr. Costigan, just jbefore.. luncheon
DEATH VITI1 CLUB
"adjournment, addressed the commlt-- '
that the United Mine Workers did not wish to embarrass the, inBODY OF MISS TRACEY HOLLANDvestigators ifl(y Insisting upon,,.,the
ER IS THROWN INTO A
subpoena, the issuance of which has
CEMETERY
been resisted by the state, military
..
authorities.'
,
Aurora, ill., Feb. 17. Miss Tracey
"Believing that the committee will Hollander, a
prepossessing
And some way to secure Mother Jones'
was murdered here late last
girl,
some
he
in
added,
manner,"
testimony
and her body dragged Into a
"I desire aft this time temporarily to night
and thrown on a grave. She
withdraw my request for a subpoena." cemetery
to death with a heavy
was
beaten
Chairman Foster replied: "If counThe
timber.
police have arrested Ansel desires to introduce the testimony
a discarded sweetRedroes,
thony
of Mother Jones I think the commiHe d'enies all conthe
of
heart
girl,
in
ttee will find a way to secure it
crime.
the
nection
with
eome manner before final adjournment."
This Miner was Pleased
VILL HATCH ICEBERGS
The investigations of the Colorado
Colorado
the
committee investigating
coal mine strike this morning heard a
fresh version of the importation of
strike breakers by the mine owners
Charles Morgan, a' veteran miner, UNITED STATES KEVENUE CUTTER TO HELP PROTECT
declared that he had been brought to
LINERS
Colorado with the full knowledge that
a strike existed, having been well
New York, Feb. 17. The revenue
treated and was satisfied with conditions' in the southern Colorado col- cutter Seneca, Captain C. E. Johnson,
lieries. Morgan, said he was 62 years is ready for the ice' observation duty
old. He is a native American coal recommended "by the International
miner of a type that rapidly is dis- conference on safety at sea. Stores
aboard the
appearing before the advance of the and coal have been taken
Seneca, engines overnauled and everyarmy of foreign labor. '
s
On the witness stand Morgan spoke thing is in shape for a
"with
ice
which
the
threatens
quietly in well chosen language. The battle
witness was questioned closely by the the steamship lane between New
committee on the subject of, foreign York and European ports.
The Seneca will leave here ThursImmigration, which, he said, was drivworkmen from day and will steam directly to Halifax,
ing English-speakin- g
The ice observation will continue unthe mines.
Morgan disclaimed any knowledge til about April 1. The revenue cutter
of the alleged Wiling pf a miner by Miami, now at Key West, will assist
a soldier at the Berwind mine, which in the work.
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there was a conspiracy in which Mrs.
Bond was a party, then the verdict
must be for the defendant, the court
held.
'
Decision by both the plaintiff and
defenst to rest their case eliminated
the testimony of James R. Jacobs,
one of the OKlahomans who pnionid
the room in the Washington hotel at
the time the senator and Mrs. Bond
were there together and who was
THEY SAVE SAILORS FROM DOOM expected to bo one of the plain f fa FEDERAL
LEAGUE IS FLIRTING
.
,
chief witnesses. '
ED ITALIAN BARK BY RISK- -'
WITH BOSTON AMERICANS'
Scores
telegrams were received
ING OWN LIVES'
OLD CAPTAIN
by Senator Gore today from frlenda
expressing ey pathy and confidence
message was GILMORE
MEN BENUMBED BY THE CGLB in him. A
GETS
WAENSNQ
from J,. M,
of Bristow, Okla.,
who said:
MARINERS UNABLE TO HANDLE
"This Is no time for a pillow fight. HE IS TOLD.BY PHILADELPHIA TO
Turn on ,the hot stuff."
TACKLE OF BREECHES BUOY
KEEP HANDS OFF
SHOT TO THEM
S EATON

LIFE 'SAVERS

AFTER STAIIL FOR

.

THE ROLE OF

MANAGER FOR

HEROES

BROOKLYN

.JCu-Uol-

TWO i HPS DESIRED

RESCUERS

UjEJHE

BOATS

ROW OUT TO STRICKEN VESSEL
IN HIGH SEAS AND' AGAINST
HEAVY WIND

Washington, Feb. 17. The naval
appropriation t ill, with, its $145,000,-- i
000 appropria on, was
before the
house naval committee, today for
final determine. 'ion of what is to be
the administi ioa construction program. Two battleships and accom
panying small nft have been recom
mended by Si
Daniels, and
are understood to have the endorse-men- t
of Presid it Wilson.

Wellfleet, Mass., Feb. 17. Four
men perished when the Italian bark
Castagna struck on the outer bar of
Cape Cod, a mile and a half south
0T AFRAID
HILL
of the CaSoon Hollow life saving staWashington, Feb. IT. .lames J.
tion, today.
Hill 'told Chair! an Admson of the
Seven seamen, all nearly unconsci
ous from exposure, were brought house commerce-did- committee today he
e
not feel bu iness should be
ashore by the life savers. The frozen
administration's
bodies pf Captain Garva and three prehensive of
sailors were left in the rigging where trust legislation program.
the men had lashed themselves during
the hours of darkness to avoid being
carried overboard by the seas that
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
swept the decks.
The Castagna, from Montevideo fort
4 4 4 f 9 4
V 'i
Boston, with phosphate rock, struck
17.
the bar during a blinding snowstorm
Senate: Met
j.
Washington,
and
northwest gale. The beach at 12:43 o'clock ' hold funeral serv- patrol sighted her at dawn. The com ices for the late oruuor At O. Bacon
bined life saving crewa from the Nau- - of Georgia.
:!t p. m. to noon
set ancl Casoon's Hollow stations set
Adjourned at
up their beach gun and shot three Wednesday.
lines across the Castagna's deck, but
House: Met h j a. m.
the benumbed sailors rfere unable to
Recessed to ink ''I Senator Bacon's
funeral. " '' '.
handle the breeches buoy tackle.
The life savers had to wait for
v
:t;;rers
Imlep!"i J.'iit
i;av
some time before they could launch urgreci the 'judicial? euhimntie iiotrto
their life boat , and pull out to the amend the Sherman law.
wreck against wind, ea and biting
Secretary Lane urged a leasing syscold. The survivors were carried to tem for Alaskan coal lands.
the Marconi wireless station. All wore
Representative Moss urged action
so greatly overcome by exposure that on rural credits legislation before the
they could give no coherent account banking committee.
Debate resumed on the Indian bill.
of the disaster.
Naval bill taken up by committee.
Resumed business at 1:35 o'clock.
, MAY
BE INCENDIARISM
Tentative bill for the pay of the
Albany, N.- Yw Fe'j. 17. One man
dead, several missing and five' in- six proposed vice admirals reported.
jured was the toll of. a ?100,0O0 fire
early today in the Medwin block, a
four-storWILL
brick structure.
Albany GOVERNMENT
firemen have responded to IS alarms
in 48 hours.
,
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APPROVE

THE PLAN

ST.

PAUL

WEEGiHAM
v

NOT
SAYS

LEAGUE

CITY EDITION.

i

OFFERED
JOHNSON
HIM NO

BAN

MADE

PROPOSITION

Feb. 17. The Federal
Chicago,
league dealers said today they were
still hopeful of landing Jake Stahl,
for the job as Brooklyn manager. A
telegram warning him to "keep hands''
off Pitcher Tom Seaton was received by President Ullmore today. It
was signed by W. A. Baker, president
of the Philadelphia
Nationals, and
stated that Seaton had agreed to the
Phillies' terms in January,
Federal emissaries, however, probably will meet Seaton soon and discuss his standing with him, since they
understood he has come to no definite agreement with the Philaelphia
'
'
club.
Gilmore expressed no worry over
the report that the Newark club would
be put in Brooklyn to compete with
the Federals there.
"We are going to gtve Brooklyn major league ball. Newark's team Is a
minor league organization," he said.
"For, the third time, let me deny
that the American Association offered Weegham .the St, Paul franchise to
Wpurm "Chicago;";' requested Presi
dent Chivington of the American association. Weegham also requested
that a denial of .the story be repeated
on his part. Chivington declares that
the move in putting the Toledo team
in Cleveland will be a success. The
association's schedure makers will arrange to have the team play in Cleveland while the Cleveland Americans
are away, and Chivington figures that
with a dozen or so Sundays available,
the attendance will be greater than
that .t Toledo where he said 104,000
persons saw last year's games.
cent baseball will
"Twenty-fiv-e
prove a drawing cara, too," he predicted.

The Federal league is after three
FRANK MUST DIE
Cuban
players, about whom Presient
Atlanta, Ga Feb. 17. The convic- THE DISPOSITION OF WESTERN
o
Gilmore has hear good reports.
tion of Leo M. Frame of Brooklyn, N.
UNION STOCK WILL OCConte
is
the
league
representing
Y., for the murder of Mary Phagan,
,
CUR SOON
in negotiations with tnem at Havana,
a
factory girl, was affirmand is expected to cable the results
ed today by the Georgia supreme
Washington, Feb. 17. Plans for
of his scouting tour within a short
of
sentence
death.
court. He is under
of $29,000,000 of Western
time.
Fer-and-

-

Union Telegraph stock, held by the
American Telephone and Telegraph
THE GORE CASE
company, to minority stockholders, of
the Western Union, probably will BONES OF
meet witfe the. approval, of the. deGOES TO JURY partment of justice.
kKarn:,.
Officials today refused to comment
PARTY ARE FOUND
on the plan made public in. New York.
THE VERDICT IS EXPECTED TO Officials were particularly interested
today in the selection by the tele- DOUBT IS DISPELLED AS TO FATE
TO BE REACHED SOMETIME
phone company of the bankers who ' OF SOUTH AMERICAN EXTODAY
are to underwrite the stock to be
PLORERS
Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 17. The sold.
case of Mrs. Minnie E. Bond, who ,1s
New York, Feb. 17. Members of
McReynolds Agreeable
the Beeley expedition, which left here
asking $50,000 damages from Thomas
Washington, Feb. 17 Attorney Gen- last summer to explore uncharted reP. Gore, United States 'senator from
eral
McReynolds said today that he gions of .South America, returned tomade
attack
an
Oklahoma, for
alleged
on her in a Washington hotel, was had been apprised in advance of the
day on the steamship Byron and reintention of a financial syndicate to
given to the jury for decision today.
ported they had found the bones of
Attorneys for both thei plaintiff and underwrite $29,000,000 Western Union members of the Cromer expedition,
defense rested when, court opened to- stock now owned, by the American who entered the wilds of Peru nearly
day. Judge Clark 'then read his in- Telephone .and Telegraph company. two yearsi ago and were never heard
struction to the jury, after which they He said he had no objection to the from. The Cromer expedition was
plan as outlined to him, and under headed by W. H. Comer, a former
retired to consider the evidence.
The court instructed the jury to stood it was intended to carry out West, point cadet, and William H.
judge the evidence and credibility of the recent agreement with the depart- Page, a Chicago High school teacher.
the witnesses, both for the plaintiff and ment of justice.
The Besley expedition crossed the
defense. Judge Clark referred to the
continent from Lima and came down
alleged conspiracy against the senthe Amazon from the headwaters to
ator, and the jury was told that if
SNOW IS LIFESAVER
Its mouth. They found hip and thigh
there was a conspiracy and it was
bones and other traces of the Cromer
Jersey City, N. J., Fab. 17.
known to MrsBon, then she was a
Snow which Stephen, Grob of Jer-party on the way and erected a cross
to their memory.
party to it and was not entitled to
sey City heaped up when clean- recover damages.
Those who returned today were Caplng his sidewalks saved the lives
As to character,
the instructions
of his six children today. When
tain J. Cambell Besley, an Englishsaid thfi past character of Mrs. Bond
tire destroyed the house ; he
man; Franklin B. Coate. J, K.
or Gore had no bearing on the case.
and J. W. Dunne. They' redropped them one at a time
The court said if the jury believed
from ,the roof into the snow.
ported the discovery of a new Inca
an assault was attempted, then the
Nona was hurt, ahhou'jh the
Oily in Peru called Plateriyayoc, and
verdict should be for the plaintiff. If
visited other regions hiterto unknown
youngest child is only a year old.
4'
there was not attempt to assault or if ,4,
to white men.
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Hal-broo- k

A

POWDER

.

EXPLOSION

SIMPLE

Blalrsville, Pa., Feb. 17. With a
road that was heard 23 miles away,
the mixing house of the West Pennsyl
vania Powder company, located at
Tunnelton, six miles from here, was
blown to pieces by an explosion to
Robert Caugherty was killed
day.
and another workman mortally Injur
ed. Two other men employed at the
plant could not ibe found. A telephone
message from near tne plant soon af- SENATE MEETS TO PAY LAST
ter the explosion said the plant had , TRIBUTE TO A DECEASES'
taken fire and was iburning.
'
MEMBER
The company usually makes two
shipments of powder each week, and
the quantity to have been removed CMY-TIECH
ONEjJFLCML- -r
today had' not been sentout whet
the explosion occurred. THE OFFERING OF THE LEGISLA-

SERVICE

ill biillli lo
HI 'Fflil

.

FIGHTING

IN HAITI

TIVE BODY ALONE

?

Port au Prince, Haiti, Feb.
.

;

Sharp fighting occurred this morning
between thd police stationed at headquarters and the solukera in the capital. The repeated clashes caused a
The
panic among the inhabitants.
authorities made strong eforts to restore order, but at 101 o'clock the dis
turbance still continued.
The troops occupied police head
quarters without resistance at 11 o'
clock and order was shortly after
wards restored in the city.

ADORNS

THE CASKET

7.

GENUINE

GfJEF

EXFEESSED

SOLONS. LISTEN WITH BOWED
HEADS TO THE BR!EF

PRAYERS

Washington, Feb. 17. Funeral serv.
ices for Senator Bacon of Gsorgi
were held today in the senate chamber.
There were no speeches o?
MAY AVERT STRIKE
eulogy, no music audi no flowers exWashington, Feb. i t. G. W. W cept one design, the tribute of th'
Hanger, assistant commissioner of the senate itself, which rested on tb coffederal board of mediation and con- fin. The ceremonies were inspiring,
ciliation, left today for Portland, Ore very simple and the ptnee in which,
gon, to attempt to mediate between they were hold, with the dignity pf
,
the Oregon and Washington Railroad those assembled to do honor to
lent added Impresstvent-s- .
and Navigation company and differ
Two hours before the body was
ent classes of its employes who have
taken into the senate chamber, it lay
voted to strike.
in the adjoining Marble room. Later
the body was taken into the senatf
SHIPS ARE BATTERED
chamber
and placed on the bier, di
17Queenstown, Ireland, Feb.
Such violent storms have prevailed in rectly in front of the vice preside" t'
the north Atlantic during the last desk. Members of the dead sonator'a
week that many passenger steamers family and the officiating olWgyinen
and cargo boats, unable tt. battle remained in the vice president's room
against the high waves encountered, until time for the services, when they
have put back Into ports on this side were conducted to the seats reserved;
for them on the floor.
of the Atlantic, some in a badly
When, Vice President Marshall walkcondition.
ed slowly to his seat and called the
senate to order the short and eftEtjije
GETS BETTER JOB
- ,
services;
PcRartlnj? from ti;
Washington," 'Febf"T7.,Fra!)clsco
form
Mr. Miukhal!, in &
customary
minister
of govFiallos, Panamanian
voice
of
full
feeling and lowered alernment and justice, has been sucto
most
said:
a
whisper,
ceeded by Dr. Rodolfo Chiari, accordhour has arrived at
the
"Senators,
to
state
department
today's
ing
or?-rChiari becomes first in rank which, In accordance with the
ceremonies-ove- r
of the three vice presidents of Pan- of the senate, the final
the, body of Augustus Octavtus
ama.
Bacon, late a senator from Georgia,
an unusually distinguished member
of this body, are to be observed.
la
WILSON HILL VETO conformity
with custom and in token
of our common faith, the chaplain of
senate will offer a player to God,
THE BURNETT BILL the
the Father, God the Redeemer, ancl
God the Comforter."
The Rev. Forest J. Prettyman, chapTHE PRESIDENT IS OPPOSED TO lain of the senate offered prayer. The
IMMIGRATION LITERACY
Episcopal burial service wasi proTEST
nounced by Bishop Alfred Harding:
and a benediction by the chaplain.
Members of the capitol police foroe
Washington, Feb. 17. President
Wilson's veto is waiting; for the Bur- bore the body back to.. the Marbia
nett imm(i-ft'billfipasses con- room where ft remained ttntil escorted
for
the
to the railway station for the jonxney
gress providing
literacy test, according to the best to Atlanta where it Ho in state at the
information today in circles close to Georgia capital until taken to Macon-the White House.
for Interment.
Definite news of the president's op
It was announced at the Whit!
position to the test came as a sur- House that President Wilson wonkt
prise to many who were led to be- not attend the funeral service,
lieve he favored it, by the senate imDr. Grayson did not think it
migration committee's announcement wise for the president to risk expose
that it would go ahead with the bill, ure at, a time when he was recovering
keeping the literacy test in its place. from a troublesome cold. Mrs. Wilson
Senators of the committee, demo and Miss Wilson, however, went to
crats and republicans alike, declared occupy seats in the reserved gallery.
Beside the casket in the Marble
again today that the literacy test
would be retained notwithstanding room was a guard of honor compose!
the probability of presidential veto. of one veteran of the union army and
They expect it to pass by a large ma- one veteran of the confederate 'ftrrny.,
jority. Whether any attempt will be Senator Bacon was a confederate ofmade to repass the bill over a veto, ficer.
r.-s
none cared to predict
One exception tj t'. sun
against flowers In the chamber
made, and a wreata frcn 1''
III
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leader of the pinpo-- )
ncirroes to the :oiJ
Washington, Feb. 17. Lhtult ; It i I wa toti.tr ii bruiri t
kind of New York, representius: a Cent i, pi",
committee of 10 indeptpjt nt ti bat o 1
'
V ( l 1
manufacturers, asked the house ju
t
T,'
diciary comraiueo to Jet u t . n j tn
t
t1
law alone and
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SiliPPii "LlE-li- r

HAVE RADD II

COMES

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

Weak Ixn-- s Often
Lead to Serious Illness

If you have weak Inugs, you are pewr-all- y
snMect to folds or tuiwit trouWe
tiwl easily susceptible to serious Lung
In ninny ruses pneumonia or
Trouble.
hroni-hia- l
troubled" leave tbe limes In a
imieh wenkeuefl condition. Kckinttn's Alterative is a medicine for the throat mid
Innen which has been found to be very
beneficial, even when a change of climate
anil other treatments failed to bring relief. Head of this case:
2:U 8. Atlantic Ave., Haddonfleld, N. J.
In the fall of lfOS I con"Gentlemen:
n very severe cold which settled
tracted
A SYSTEM
MANY
ABANDONED
ENDEE
OF
THE
HANDLED
15,000
CAMPAIGN
on my lungs.
At Inst 1 began to raise
VIGOROUS BUSINESS
sputum, and my physician then told me I
YEARS AGO TO BE TRIED
LITTLE BEASTS DURING
WILL BE BEGUN BY SOUTH.
must so to California immediately.
At
AGAIN IN GOTHAM
this time I waa advised to take Eckman'a
DECEMBER
ERN TOWN
I stayed at home and comAlterative.
menced taking It the last week in OctoI began to Improve, and the first
New York, Feb. 17. After three ber. in
According to reports of rabbit exwek
The second meeting of the newly
January 1 f Kl, I resumed my reR-nloccupation, having gained 25 pounds,
season for this years' absence from the police head
restored to health. It is now seven
organized commercial club was held perts" the shipping
fully
has been re- years since my recovery has been effected,
about closed quarters the "line-up- "
Monday evening, as per announcement New Mexico product is
I cannot praise Eekman's Alterative
to
York.
in.
stored
New
institution and
are
This
as
the
beginning
Socorro
of
the
issue
too highly.;'
"conejos"
in last week's
Tf. M. TATEM.
(Signed)
was
to
devised
News.
familiarize
the
Tucumcart
detec
Chieftain, in the civic club room and breed, says the
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
New
tives
Eckman's
of
income
with
source
of
York
been proven by
Alterntive
criminals
has
the
this
temloss
The
of
a
to
that time only
what was up
many years' test to be most efficacious
Is said, of New York. At 9 o'clock each mornit
be
will
felt,
to
severe
for
Throat
a
county
Into
Lung
Affections,
and
Quay
merged
porary organization,
Bronchitis. Itronchtal Asthma, Stubborn
all those locked up the previous Colds
a
and in upbuilding the system.
permanent affair with the election of since may persons have earned good ing
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good will and a booster spirit count
anything, Socorro will, within the
t next few months feel and realize
many changes in the way of progress.
,

for

The meeting was called to order
by President John W. Terry and the
report of the committee on constituwas read and accepttion and s
ed, whereupon a recess was taken to
al- give those present, who had not
to
their
chance
pay
a
done
so,
ready
dollar and become bona fide members
of the organization, and owing to the
faithful work of A, D. Coon, chairman
of the membership committee, the list
has grown to 33.
In addition to the election of H. O.
Buisum as vice president and J. A.
Torres, treasurer, both road and county high school committees were appointed. The duty of the first named
Is to look after county and city roads
in general and to arrange for a dedication celebration of the new bridge
now in course of construction across
the Rio Grande at Pueblito crossing,
also to look well to tne approaches
thereto. The county high school committee will confer with the city
board of education and if possible, assist in selecting and procuring of a
suitable location for the erection of
the necessary buildings.
The new venture will bs Known as
the Socorro Commercial Club and will
hold Its regular annual election of
officers ou the second Monday In
March oi each year. Regular meet
ings on the second and fourth Mon
days of every month. The election of
officers for tho coming year will be
held Monday evening, March 9.
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thern railway lines from this point
Endee holding the honor ov the largest shipments, it is said. During December the express bill from this
point alone amounted to over $M0,
approximately 15,000 rabbits having
been sent out from that place during
the month. It is said that Endee is
one of the few towns in this part of
the state in which the express company has not had a decrease in the
earnings of the office and that this
was due to the shipping of rabbltsi
The diminished number of the pests
is readily noticed over the county and
the killing of so many beside bringing money to the county, aids the
farmer by getting rid of this source
of damage to the crops.

LAXATIVE FOR OLD
PE0PLE--"CASCARE-

p
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SALTS, CALOMfcL, PILLS, ACT ON
BOWELS LIKE PEFPER ACTS
IN

NOSTRiLi

box
Get a'lO-cen- t
Most old peoDle must give to Iho
bowels some regular help, else tliey
suffer from constipation. The condi
tion is perfectly natural. It Is just as
natural as it is for oid people to walk
slowly. For age is never so active as
youth. The muscles are less elastic.
And the bowels are muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets.
One might as well refuse to aid week
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
gentle aid to weak bowels. This is
important at all ages, but never so
ALBUQUERQUE PAPER
much as at fifty.
Age Is not a time for harsh physics,
CHANGES OWNERSHIP Youth may occasionally whip the bow.
els into activity. But a lash can't he
used every day. "What the bowels of
THE HERALD IS SOLD TO TEXAR the old need is a gentle and natural
tonic.
KANA MEN; WILL BE
One that can he constantly
used' without harm. The only such
DEMOCRATIC
tonic is Cascarets, and they cost only
The Albuquerque Herald has chang- 10 cents per box at any drug store.
ed hands. The following announce They work while you sleep. Adv.
ment from yesterday evening's ecfition
NATHAN JAFFA HONORED
of the paper explains the transaction
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 17. Hon. Na
and outlines the future policy of the
than Jaffa of Roswell, one of the best
publication:
With this issue of The Evening Her- known citizens of Roswell and the
ald, this newspaper passes into the Pecos valley, is now a thirty-thirE. Valliant, degree Mason. Tbei nonor was concontrol of George
Ceorge S. Valliant, and A. A. ferred on Mr. affa at Denver a few
Allen, recently of Texarkana, Ar- days ago.
A special meeting of ,the supreme
kansas, who have .purchased the concern. George S. Valliant takes active council of the thirty-secon- d
degree AnRite of
Scottish
cient
and
the
of
Accepted
paper today.
charge
There will be no change In the Freemasonry in the southern jurisdicnews policy of The Kveninp Herald. tion was held at Denver. A class of
It will continue-tpuolish aw of To- several in the jurisdiction took the
day's News Today and to, cover the degree.
The honor is conferred upon those
.national, state and local' news field
as thoroughly and accurately as pos- who by 'theory and practice, by their
sible, and keeping fully abreast of the zeal and work in Maoonry in general
times in every particular. The desire and more particularly In the Scottish
1s to keep The Herald the newsiest, Rite have shown that the honor is
cleanest, most aggressive and most deserved.
There are? seven thirty-thirdegree
popular newspaper in New Mexico.
The Herald's influence will be direct- men in the state of New Mexico, three
ed towards aiding every movement of whom are prominent Roswell citidegree men of
looking to the upbuilding of Albuquer- zens. The thirty-thir- d
the state are: Cony T. Brown, Socorque and New Mexico.
The newspaper hereafter will be ro; E. A. Cahoon, Roswell; James G.
broadly democratic in politics, with a Fitch, Socorro; Richard! H. Banna,
thoroughly independent policy of sup- Santa Fe; Nathan Jaffa, Roswell;
porting public, administration when it John W. Mayes, Santa Fe; John W.
is efficient and criticizing it freely Poe, Roswell.
when the public interests so demand.
Mr. Jaffa id at th present time
Partisanship will not be allowed to grand master of the Grand Lodge A.
interfere with The Herald's advocacy F. and A. M., New Mexico, anij also
of what it believes best for the people most excellent high priest 'of the
Grand Royal Arch Chapter of New
of the city and state.
The new management asks a con Mexico.
tinuation of the friendship and support which have enabled The Herald 1
An Unfailing Remedy
to assume its present position as a y
For Coughs and Colda
newspaper and in Its plans to make
The Herald a stronger and better
Make It Younelf.
newspaper.
Add
oz. Balm of Gilead buds to 1
pint of Duffy's pure malt whiskey; let it
La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate stand 48 hour3 and strain. To this add
Some victims of la grippe never ful- 1 lb. bruised Eock Candy, which will
ly recover the health of the lungs, and slowly dissolve.
This remedy is invaluable as an assua-e- r
persistent coughing is weakening. The
icr En troubles along the course of
quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
makes it valuable in severe la grippe the air passages including throat affecF. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind , tions, bronchiUs, asthma, and all deep
coughs.
cougTis and colda Increase the
writes: "La grippe left me with a" se- seated
gradually from a tcaspoonful every
vere cough that Foley's Honey and dose
hour
to
a tablespoonfu! every hour, or if
Tnr cured, and I am back to my nor- the condition
is acute,
every half
Red
O.
G. Schacfer and
ma!
hour until decided relief is
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
.
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the instruction of the dectives. The
was born of the
original "ine-up- "
days when the central office squad
was large and the cells at headquar-ter- s
always were full. Prisoners arrested for everything from burglary
to assault, who still were behind bars
at break of day, were taken to the
platform in the big easement room,
and there exhibited to the assembled
detectives.
Pickpockets, confidence
men and footpads, arrested on evidence too slim to convict them, thus
would be Introduced to the ever changing force. The detective from behind
his desk, would scrutinize the features
of the prisoner and make mental notes
that would come in handy the next
time the prisoner in question was
caught coming out of a. strange hallway or jostling a crowd. The restorawas due to the fact
tion of the line-uthat the streets of New York have
become overrun with crooks of all
kinds and the present administration
is determined to rid the city of them.
is of unquestioned value
The line-uand criminals shun it because they
realize that their future opportunity
to escape detection is inversely in
proportion to the detectives' familiar,
ity with their personal appearance.
Thirteen prisoners were paraded before the masked detectives at the
first assembly. These were the fruits
war
of the new administration's
against gun hien, burglars and all
crooks who deal in higher crimes.
Acquatic Bachelor Apartment
The latest thing in the way of
bachelor apartments may be found on
the Harlem river. This bachelor's
apartment de luxe is on board a small
yacht and serves as the home of one
bachelors
of New York's, wealthy
throughout the year. The city water
is connected with the tanks on board;
the electric light company supplies
the current for the incandescents and
the telephone company has put the
lone bachelor in direct communication
with the outside world. The apartment has seven .rooms salon, bed
room, bath room,
room, dressing
guest room and music room. The
music room has two Pullman berths
for extra company and even the bath
tub ean.be covered with a berth if
required. The kitchen and engine
room forward are one, the cooking is
done) just as it. is on a Pullman diner.
Adjoining It aft is the salon, a big
comfortable place with plenty of elbow room, with books, a writing desk,
a buffet, and all the comforts of a
bachelor's home. The owner of this
floating apartments is envied by many
of New York's bachelor set who are
compelled to live' within four walls
and submit to all the iniquities of the
janitor system of New York.
Teaches 'Em to Scrub
Yellow soap and wash tubs may
seem very remote from college work
and "higher education," yet they form
a part of the regular ' curriculum at
one of New York's leading universities
and unless a girl can qualify as an
expert washerwoman she cannot hope
for htfr B. S. degree in the department
of household arts. The terrorB of
Greek, the intricacies of mathematics,
the mysteries of psychology, all pale
before the laborious toils of the laundry course, which requires good stout
muscles and a cheery heart rather
than quick, wits and a vocabulary.
There is no bluffing here, but hard
labor of the strong back variety where
dainty girls, pretty girls, luxurious
girls all forget their previous condition and fall valiantly to rubbing,
boiling, starching and bluing like true
professionals. With white arms flash
ing in and out ! the foam and curHy
heads bent low over the tubs, with
scraps of song and bursts of laughter,
with the rumble of mangles through
the lilssing steam, with model equip-meand sunshine and air the edu;
cation of the American girl goes on
as she learns th lessons of home
craft. Every week there are different
"problems," different soaps and different bluings. All kinds of washers
and mangles are tried. Incidentally,
the girls have to learn the chemistry of 'soaps, bluing, starch, textiles
nnd stains, and everything else that
has chemistry a no small part of
their labors.
p
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Some Special Items From Our
Art Needlework Department Marked
For Quick Clearance
These items have been regrouped and marled at a price that is sure to interest every
woman who is interested in fancy work. We have arranged to have the work started for

beginners.

'Truffle

SEVERE roiflSHUENT
Of Mrs. aappell, of Five Yeari1
Standing, Relieved by Cardai.
Mt. Airy, N. C.-Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
of this town, says: "I suffered for
five years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and. my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
I tried most every kind of medicine,
iivn. uiu mc any guuu.
1 read
one day about Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until
1 was almost
cured. It did me more
good than all the other medicines I had
tried, put together.
My friends began asking me why !
looked so well, and I told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
such as headache, backache, sideacbe,
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
feeling?
.If so, let us urge you to give Cardui a
trial. We feel confident
it will help you,
just as it has a million olher womsn in
the past half century.
You
Begin taking Cardui
won't regret it All druggists.'
Mrs.

y.

Wm,t,.- - Chntianoora Msdictna Co.,
Advisory Dept., Chaiianooea. Tnn., for
ttistruttwm on your case and C4 peg boo'K,
treatment tor Woman," in blain

wrpp.
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50c

Made of a good quality Art
Ticking, with loop handles,
in a variety of patterns and
colors.

These Tops are of natural
colored linen and stamped In
several different designs. '

Now

75c Table Runners

65c and $1 Laun
dry Bags 37c

.

Hounds" Next

Gathering of truf,es with the aid
of dogs, as has been long practiced in
Italy, has been introduced in New
York with highly successful results.
Truffles are worth $8 a pound and
are hard to get at that price, but,
lacking the dog which is necessary to
locate the fungi and dig them up,
any unskilled venture in truffle seek
ing is likely to prove expensive and
profitless. The only truffle gathering
dog in this country, although several
are being trained for the spring truf
fle season. Is the property of the of
ficers of the New York Botanical garden. The dog was brought from Italy
last summer. Truffles have a necul
iar odor which the dig catches. They
grow under the ground and attached
to the roots of an oak,: willow or al
der tree. When the dog gets the
scent he digs down and works about
the roots until every truffle has been
removed. The truffle is about as large
as an English walnut, the outer covering being black, while the vegetanle
growth is streaked like marble. It is
said that there are three truffle
fields in the immediate
vicinity of
New York city. .
A Subterranean School
Unique among the many educational
institutions in New York is the school
for subway guards. This school is
conducted in a 'subway car built especially for the purpose. It is buried
in the West One Hundred and Forty- eighth street yard of the subway sys
tem. This little subway school trains
over 2.000 men each year in the art
of opening and closing doors, placing
allijig
signs, (atdjustkig fyntilatOTS,
out stations, pulling bell cords, an
swering questions courteously, and a
thousand other details all of which
go toward the theoretical comfort of
New York's million and a quarter
daily underground travelers. The elo
cution, human nature lesson takes up
half of every hour spent at the school
car and it is this portion of their
training which the majority of the
guards are sent back to learn again.
For, strange as it may seem, it is
often very difficult to be a subway
guard and a human being at the same
time even after receiving instruc
tions from experts in this branch of
study on the New York subway, at
the princely salary of ?2 a day. Many
pupils in the school are .recent immi
grants and all of them are picked up
very' easily in the labor, market of
Nef York. Nevertheless the underground travelers need not tremble.
Responsibility of their bodily welfare
on the subway trains is nicely divided between safety devices of the me
chanical geniuses of the world, 150
highly trained, well paid switchmen
and a score or m.ore fif expert dis
patchers. The two thousand guards

Notice these prices.

60 and 75c Pillow
Tops 50c

Company.

50c

Now

These Runners are made of
linen colored art denim and
stamped for cross stitching.

37c

Now

50c

75c and 85c Towels and
Centerpieces 50c

50c to $1 Royal Society
Packages 35c

These are good quality linen Huck
and are stamped in several designs.
Some of the towels are stamped for the
new darn,ing stitch.

These packages contain patterns for
Dressing Sacques, Waists, Women's &
Children's Dresses, Bags, Centerpieces.

Now
SELL

BUTTERICK
PATTERNS

Now 35c

EsttftliaKpcl

WE SELL

Jm
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one meets so frequently have little or nothing to do with it. They
are merely foot soldiers in the army.
Never Attends Theater
For 34 years New York nas harbored an individual who in all that time
has not been to a theater. And from
no religious scruples or dislike of
playgoing either. Here's how Taylor
S. Dodge, better known as "Pop"
Dodge, accounts for his remarkable
record : "I came from Boston originally and while In Boston I went to
theaters more than any other man
there., But . when I got married I
found I owed $100 that I had borrowed to buy theater tickets, and I then
decided that I had been to the theater
enough for any one man. No, I won't
go to the show with you, and I don't
want a drink arid I don't want a
smoke and I don't play cards, hut
don't you think I don't have a good
titme. I do."

FREE'

fll'VepflfLoniiivcf Store

&

that

THICK,

Scarfs, etc,.

50c
""""""""

WE

USE ALLEN'S,

FOOT-EASE-

CONDEMN

,.

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
.
sweating feet, use Allen
It
relieves corns and bunions of all pain
and prevents blisters, sore and callous spots. Just the thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
for Breaking in New Shoes. It is the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Try It' today. Sold everywhere, 25c.
Don't accept any substitute.
For
FREE trial package, address Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
Foot-Ease-

Subscribe for The Optic.

BUTTERICK

1
PATTERNS

EXCHANGE

METHODS

Gastonia, N. C, Feb. 17. The present methods of trading on the New
York cotton exchange are expected
to come in for severe condemnation
at the hands of the Hard Yarn Spinners' Association or Nonn Carolina
when, it, meets here tomorrow. The
spinners are dissatisfied with present
prices and the condition of the trade;
for which they holer the speculators
on the cotton exchange in a large
measure responsible. The meeting
will also consider the question of curtailing production until there is a betterment of general conditions. .
i

Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds. Vice President.
HaLVt Raynolds, Cashier. '

S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

GLOSSY HAIR

ROD

DANDRUFF

GIRLS! TRY ITI YOUR HAIR GETS
SOFT, FLUFFY AND LUXURIANT AT ONCE
If you care for heavy hair,, that
glistens with beauty and Is radiant

with life; has an incomparable soft
ness and is fluffy and lustrous, try
Danderine.
Just one application doubles the
beauty of your hair, besides it immediately dissolves every particle of
dandruff; you cannot have nice, heavy, healthy hair If you have dandruff.
This destructive scurf robs the hair
of its lustre, its strength and Its very
life, and If not overcome It produces
a feverlshness and Itching of the
scalp; the hair roots famish, loosen
and die; then the hair falls out fast.
If your hair has been neglected and
Is thin, faded, dry, scraggly, or too
oily, get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
IJanderine at any drug store or toilet
counter; apply1 a little a3 directed and
ten minutes after you will say this
was the best investment you ever
made.
We sincerely believe, regardless of
everything else advertised, that if you
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair
and lots of It no dandruff no itching scalp and no more falling hair
you must use Knowlton's Danderine.
l eventually why not now? Adv.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
J

;,

OP LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Ir.izrczt Paid on Tims Deposits

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
?

)

LAW IS CONSTITUTIONAL
Des Moines, la., Feb. 17. The Iowa

supreme court, in a decision handed
today, declared constitutional
the
law, prohibiting the
shipment of liquor into dry tetrritory.

down

Webb-Kenyo-

,

n

Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Day
Druggists refund money if PAZO
OINTMENT
fails to cure Itching,
Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
Firui application gives relief. 25c.
Subscribe for The Optic.

i
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Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents
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Dyspeptics Can, Make the Rest of the
Family Happy by Using a
Laxative-toni-

CROWD
CHAPLAIN ROTZLER'S
MADE UP OF
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Doubtless enough preachers
are successful in putting audi- tors to sleep, but few, or perhaps
no more than one, wouldi confess
this as his guiding purpose. The
case, however, is not as frivolous
as is indicated by the opening
statement, though Bruce Barton,
who draws the picture, fills it
out' rather unecclesiastically by
imaging "a church whose altar
is a firebox, its chancel rail a
curbstone and Its pulpit a hyd- rant." Its location is ladison
Square, New ,York, and the
preacher's name Is Chaplain
Frederick Rotzler, who 'has been
in possession of this charge for
21 years. The audience are "down- Mr. Barton gives in
"
the Continent, Chicago, an ac- count of Chaplain Rotzler's work:

way.

The best advice one can give but
advice that is seldom heedIs to eat slowly and masticate
each
mouthful
carefully.
slow .eating and
if
However,
careful - mastication fail the next
to
is one
close
aid
nature,
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This
remedy is an excellent digestant, and
in addition to helping in the digestion of the food, acts gently on the
4
liver and bowels, ridding them of the
accumulation of waste that should
long ago have been passed off. It is
and resafe, reliable, pleasant-tasting- ,
i
are
sults
guaranteed.
Major S. Martin, of Joplin, Mo.t now
77, thinks Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
has helped him to a longer and happier life. He has not felt so good in
years as he has since taking this excellent medicine, and in spite of his
77 yeara he says he feels like a, boy.
It is the ideal remedy, for indiges-tio- n
Twenty-on- e
years ago t he was
no matter how severe; constipreaching in that spot to an audience pation, no matter how cnronic, biliousmade up of equal portions of those ness, headaches, gas on the stomach,
who expected to sleep in the neighbor- drowsiness after eating and similar
ing' hotels and those who were certain to sleep in the park, when a man
this
pushed through the crowd and drop- "It may Jbe down to zero, but
seebeen
I've
here.
ped some money into his hand. He fellow is always
I
tell
and
you
now
for
him
years,
to
return
but
the
tried
the ing
money,
man had vanished. And the chaplain's he does more good than any church
a
gaze, following the path which he in this town." They pass on, and
had taken, came sharply against the group of light hearted young fellows
a mofigure of a poor wretch buttoning a stop their laughing to listen for
few
their
contribute
pennies,
ment,
inside
his
ragged jacket
newspaper
and stopped. The search for the man and go on more quietly. A motor
who had given the money was ended; car haltB to allow a pretty girl to
here was the man who needed. When step down. She offers her contributhe sermon was ended the qhaplain tion, goes back, and is whisked away
gathered out of his audience the 15 or into the ni?ht. The chaplain neither
nor ac20 vestless and stockingless
ones, asks for the contributions
Tnarched them across town to a cneap knowledges them; ho stands there uplodging house and, using the money right and dignififd, a conscious repreAnd his
"which had been given him, put them sentative of the Almighty.
sermon goes on to the end unhalted
to bed.
of
By what channels news is spread either by shopgirl or the daughter
benedica
is
There
millionoire.
world
even
the
unwashed
(he
the
through
On the tion delivered while the crowd stands
police have not discovered.
next Sunday night the chaplain found hat in hand, and then "God Be With
himself confronted witn a ready made You Till We Meet Again" sung from
audience of 50 unshaved, homeless throats long ago burned out.
The singing ceases und the chaplain
men, lined up in a ragged column of
fours. That night at the end of his distributes his checks, each one en
ibed. You
sermon he passed the hat, and again titling the holder to a
the ragged portion of his congregation go home, for it is nearly midnight,
was provided for Iby the better fed. but there is no sleep for the chap
And every Sunday nlgnt since and y lain. From lodging house to lodging
Wednesdayi night ,as well he has house he trudges on his weary round
preached there 'bareheaded in the to be sure his poor "unfortunates" are
heart of the square. On one side, in bed. And- - at each bedside he pausmarshaled into a rude column, the es for a word of silent prayer.
It Is his work. He is chaplain of
bedless horde has waited, their gaze
the
from
the face of the
sockless, confessor of the un
"wandering
preacher to the faces of those other shaved. Tonight it will be 4 o'clock
listeners opposite, who from time to before he sleeps, ana tomorrow he
time slip forward ,to drop their con- will be up and in the prisons or 'the
tributions In the preacher's hands. It workhouses or the hospitals, taking
Is the onlyxchurch I know of where the magazines and fruit which he has
the front pew is more popular than collected from goodness knows, where,
any other, for he who stands first In speaking words of kindness and doing
.line receives the first bed check, and little deeds of help. They are his
many a cold night the back row, hav- people, and it does not. concern ns
ing stood until midnight, finds the that he speaks of them as "poor, dechecks exhausted and returns to its sponded chaps" or tells that they
travel under "consumed names." The
drreary all night mamsh.
The sermon these men hear is not love of God which he carries to them
Buch as any other church on Fifth has not one single trace of self-seeavenue would pay regularly to hear, ing to adulterate it; if prayers in
ut those who stop a moment or more heaven are answered in the order of
to listen are visibly impressed partly their sincerity, his stand high npon
with thet fifty-fol- d the list.
by the sermon, partly
'
text.
,
Here Is a lover and his lass; she A Good Cough Medicine for Children
leaves him on the .corner for a momConvincing proof of the rare curent while she steps across to give ative properties of Chamberlain's
their pittance. He la a shipping clerk Cough Remedy came from Mrs. Mary
and she works all day long in one of Fawcett of Grinnell, Iowa, who says:
the department stores. They cannot "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy helped
afford the luxury of many charities, my little boy a great deal when he
4ut they have this one, and every had whooping cough. It Is a good
Sunday night for more than two years medicine." For sale by all dealers.
they have stopped to drop their mite. Adv. . ,
A white fronted clubman pauses with
TO TRY MELLEN
Ms two companions, and as they
reach into capacious pockets for their
Bridgeport, Con., Feb. 17. The
S.
change you hear him tell the history trial of former President Charles
of the chaplain. "It don't make any Mellen and five other officials of the
difference how cold it Is;" he says, New York, New Haven and Hartford
Is
ed
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TJufsc PFoclaliis Sliln Core
.Myrtle Habit Says D. D. D.

Irescrljllesi Is Word

cf Great Danger
May be Means of Absorbing
Disease Germs in Most
Unexpected Manner,

r

The Kansas City Star has the following to say in regard to good roads:
Good roads are our greatest civil- Hake

izing force.
Many a community that builds roads
Is disappointed in the results.
The
MAJOR S. MARTIN
is lack of knowledge of how to
reason
annoyances.
You can obtain Dr. Caldwell's Syrup build and the lack of system of maintenance. Even a good road gone to
Pepsin at any drug store for fifty
cents or one dollar, the latter size be- ruin is a burden to the taxpayer. A
well maintained is a great
ing bought by heads of families al- good road
in some oases it actually
ready familiar with its merits. Results benefit ,and
it

!

are always guaranteed or money will
be refunded.
,
When you use Syrup Pepsin you
will see the fallacy of chewing mints
and tablets or of taking cathartics,
salts, pills and similar arastic medicines. Nnlike these, Syrup Pepsin
does not lose its good effect, and by
automatically training the stomach
and bowel muscles to do their work,
soon restores these organs to normal.
Families wishing to try a free sample
bottle can obtain it' postpaid by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticeilo, 111. A
postal card with your name and address on It will do.
-

railroad, which is to ake place at the
term of the superior court which convened here today, is believed to be
the first instance in the history of
American railroads In which the highest officials have been held to answer
for deaths and injuries resulting from
wrecks on their lines. Mr. Mellen and
his former associates are to be tried
on charges growing out of the collision of the Springfield expresses which
occurred near Westport, October 3,
1912. and which resulted in the deaths
of seven persons and the serious injury of forty others. The six officials
of the railroad were indicted for alleged responsibility for the wreck. In
addition to former President Mellen
the defendants include lurmer Vice
President E. H. Mctlenry, former Genr
eral Superintendent B. R. Polock,
Vice President H. T. Horn, General Superintendent C. N. Woodward
and Lawrence J. Carmalt, engineer in
charge of maintenance of way. Tha
six are to bo tried jointly.
lor-me-

GIVE THAT PUNY CHILD
THIS GUARANTEED REMEDY
If your child is under weight, listless,, ailing, liable to get eick easily,

it needs a medicine to build its weight
and strength. For this purpose there
is nothing else we know of that we
can so strongly endorse as Rexall
Olive Oil Emulsion.
The remarkable
success of this splendid medicine is
due to the fact that it contains ingredients that tone the nerves, enrich
the blood and furnish to the entire
system the strength, weight and
substances it needs.
And, it does all this without injuring
the stomach. In fact, Rexall Olive
Oil Emulsion Is not only pleasant to
take, but even the most sensitive
stomach is benefited by it, and the digestion Improved. On the, other hand,
it contains no alcohol or habitforming
drugs, which most parents object to
giving their children. It does: its
good work by taking hold of the weak-ses- s
and builds the body up to Its natural strength, at the same time mak'
ing it strong to resist disease.
If Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion doesn't
build your child up, feed the stunted,
puny muscles, and make the little one
lively, strong, well, anil full of the
animal spirits children are meant by
nature to have, come back and tell us
and get your money back. We don't
want you to lose a cent. We think
this js no more than fair, and it leaves
you no cause to hesitate. For old people also for convalescents for all
who are nervous, tfredout,
no matter what the cause we offer
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion with the
same guarantee of entire satisfaction
or money back. Sold only at the 7,000
Rgxall Stores, and in this town only
by us. $1.00. E. G. Murphey, corner
Sixth and Douglas Sts.. East Las
health-buildin-

g

run-dow-

Vegas, N. M.
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Tour Blood Pare sod Immune With
8. 8. 8. ,

the most
In thonsnnils of Instances
virulent types of blood troubled have been
the result of coming in contact willi disease (terms In public places, and the apparently lusijfnilioant. pimple has been the
cause. It spreads with nstonlshing rapidity,
often Infecting the entire system in a few

days.

however, that, there Is
remedy to cupe quickly and thoroughly
with such a condition, and thanks to the
the famous K. S. S.
enerjry of its produce
may now be had t most any drug store
In the civilised world.
This preparation stands alone as a blood
lowers the tax rate.
It is somewhat revolutioniir in
As high as $2,000 a year has been purifier.
all
its composition, since It accompllshe
ever
claimed for mercury, iodides,
was
paid and still is being spent in some that
mineral
and other destructive
arsenic,
fl pnreiy
localities for the maintenance of Im- druss. Hnd yet it. ISIt absolutely
contains one Ingrevegetable product.
roads.
serves
localities
active
Other
show
which
the
dient
purpose of
proved
each tlnv cellular part of the
selecyearly maintenance charges under stimulating
Judicious
and
to
the healthy
tissues
of Its own essential nutriment. There
practically the same traffic and weath- tion
rheumatism,
more
cases
of
articular
are
er conditions as low as $50 a mile. locomotor ataxia, paresis, neurids,useandof
diseases resultant from ,tbe
similar
imIn both cases referred to the ,
minerals than most people are aware of.
facts are brought out In a hlfrhly
proved roads were constructed with- These
Interesting book compiled by the medli'nl
Co.. 217
in the last five years. The first road department of The Swift Specific
Swift Bids., Atlanta, Ga. It 1 mailed free,
cost
mile
a
of
$9,000
originally
together with special information, to all
who write describing their symptoms.
roadway surface and the second about
but be
Get a bottle of S. 8. R.
not to have something; palmed
$12,500 a mile. The maintenance of careful
off on you falsely claimed to be "Just as
the first road cost up to the close of good."
1913 $7,600 a mile and the second only
$386.
Today the first road is prac- upon the road. This enables improve-

tically worn out and within a year or
so will have to be entirely rebuilt.
The second road is m first class con
dition and apparently is good for at
'
least ten years.
It Is a noticeable fact that Id the
last couple of years, with the great
interest people are taking in road im
provement, there is generally more
care, thought and consideration given
to the problems of road construction.
Down in Texas a few years ago a
prosperous and progressive county
built itself a 'system of macadam
roads. There was no difficulty in fin
ancing it; there was no doubt that
the traffic was heavy enough to justi
fy such a road: there seemed to be
no fault in the method of construction but something was wrong with
the roads. After a few days of traffic
they were no more tnan stretches of
loose stone.
After the damage was done a speci
men of the material was sent to the
United States office of public roads
A few tests showed that the
stone
was almost entirely lacking in ce
menting value and would not stick
together to form the surface of the
The county had built several
road.
miles of road with the material and
had contracted for large quantities.
The experience cost several thousand
dollars.
If every county and community
made sure that the type of road se
lected was the type best adapted to
the condition to be met, millions of
dollars would be saved every year.
In France a traffic census is taken
at intervals of four years to deter
mine the character1 and volume of the
traffic, Its distribution and its effect
....
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To theMerit of Lydia EPink-ham'Vegetable Compound during Change

s

" I was passing
Westbrook, Me.
through the Change of Life and had
pains in my back
and side and was so
weak I could, hardly
do my housework.
I have taken Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
it has done me a lot
.ta.ii.'W.-,,-

of

Rood.

J commend

ww'--

I will

re- -

your med
icine to my friends

and give you permission to Dublish mv
Mrs. Lawrence Martestimonial."
tin, 12 King St, Westbrook, Maine.
Manston, Wis.
"At the Change of
Life I suffered with pains in my back
and loins until I could not stand. I also

so that the sheets
I tried other medieina
but got no relief. After taking one bot
bad

night-swea-

ts

would be wet.

tle of Lydia Hi. t'mkham s Vegetable
Compound I began to improve end I
continued its use for six months. The
and hot
pains left me, the night-sweaflashes grew lees, and in one year I was
a different woman. I know I have to
thank you for my continued pood health
lira. M. J, Luownexl,
ever since."
Manston, Wis.
The success of Lydia E. Fiiiliham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
". ; J J i s j h cs-3- .
and herbs, is
m . . f
If you want :c 'A
'
(V. (
Lydia E. Nail ml
dential) lynn, ffiass. Your letter v ,111
1 sn-- l answered
be opened,
a
woman, and held la strict tvr
ts

uri;
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rv

--
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It is fortunate,

ments to be made when they are
needed without delay. Some road officials do not follow the wise example.
They pay little attention to the classito
fication of roads wita reference
trafilo before plunging ahead with the
building program.
Even with the radical improvements
that have been made in this country
in the last two years, niotorists
that
is, the one who travels afar will say
that the roads of the United States
are the worst of any civilized country.
If you've never been to France, you've read of the countless miles of
smooth, broad highways that lattice
that country; roads that have almost
no upkeep expense and furnish the
countrymen with the surest and safest
kind of transportation.
American engineers are equal to
any in the world. Our methods of
construction are abreast of the latest
and best of any land, and in labor
saving machinery and equipment for
the construction of roads America
leads the world. The rock crusher,
which has supplanted the Id labor
ious method of breaking rock with
a hammer, is an American invention
It is-- our woful lack of maintenance
that we lag behind every other civil
ized world. Many road builders seem
to think that, a good road is everlast
ing and proof against the ravages of
traffic and the elements. France has
retained her supremacy as a good
roads nation by her' tireless, watchful
care of her roads. Every mile of her
main roads is inspected daily and
every defect repaired as soon as It
occurs.
For 50 years Kansas, with upwards
of one hundred thousand miles of
roadways, had less than four hundred
miles of actually Improved highways.
Within two years has come the change
and Kansas has improved more than
a thousand miles of dirt roads In a
year and is planning or actually beginning the improvement of more than
five thousand miles of highway during
the year.
Kansas has spent millions of dolof
lars in road work, but
this has been wasted because the
energies were misdirected. There was
no systematic, plan of road work. A
road overseer would receive a report
that a road along a certain sectfon
line was full of mudholes and he
would go over with three or four men,
a scraper or two and a , couple of
teams and fill np those mudholes. He
did not attempt to remove the cause.
He let the condition remain to cause
more mudholes in a different place.
He did not figure on drainage or any
other systematic road building work.
The motor car has undoubtedly ac
celerated the demand for good roads.
Some believe that the good roads
movement is solely for the benefit of
the motorists. Nothing could be more
untrue. Henry B. Joy, president of
the Lincoln Highway association, in
the February number of Scribner's
says:
"We are today probably 20 years
ahead of where we would have been
had it not been for the motor car and
the motor truck, the development of
farm and traction machinery, and the
necessity of the farmer to reach his
nearest marketing point more easily
and qu'ckly. Progress In civili7aHon
Is just as certain to bring better roads
as the railroad? did in first opening
p pur country. When in the erly
t
days of the nation we were dependf-nn the individunl initist've of our
oioneers and settlers, we went forward slowly:
'

nine-tenth-

of Life.

Agitation for good roads in the
States has, as I have aaid,
probably been advanced 2Q years by
the motor car. Years ago the farmer
felt that a dirt road was sufficient.
He and his neighbors went once or
twice a year to work the roads In
their district. Sometimes the township bought special machinery. It
was called "working out the road tax."
It was a fine thing to do, but the
improvement was only temporary.
DURAZZO OF ITALY WEDS M!S'3
When the motor car first appeared
ELIZABETH HANAN OF
the owners of these machines were
NEW YORK CITY
,
blamed for the miserable condition of
the roads. The farmers said "the city
New York, Feb. 17. An internation
man" should pay ror all the good al romance reached its culmination to
roads Improvements,, because "he" day in the ceremony at St. Thomas
was the fellow who Injured the roads. Church in this city which made Miaa
When the farmers began to own cars Elizabeth Frances Hanan, daughter of
of their own they blamed the weather the late James Hanan of Brooklyn and
or the political powers or something sister of John H. Hanan, the bride oC
else always the other fellow.
Duke Don Arturo Demaio Durazzo, aa
The motor car brought new traffic Italian nobleman. 1 ne marriage cereconditions. The farmers found that mony took place in the presence of a
their dirt roads would liot do. They notable company of society people.
placed sand and later gravel over; the
The couple first
et In John II.
surface. They tried crushed stone. Hana's yacht when it was cruising
Gradually the macadam highway de in the Mediterranean last summer. A
veloped. But the motor car and the sympathetic Interest in sociology and
traction machinery and other heavy
philanthropy brought Miss Hanan and
vehicles and implements used on the the duke
together. The young duke
farm journeyed over theso roads and (he is some
thirty years the junior of.
soon destroyed them. They would his
was
a guest on board the
bride)
not last. Slow or fast, these moving
yacht. He had begun a movement in
vehicles tore up the surface. The
cities of Italy for a scientific applica
result is that good roads today occupy
tion of the generosity of the rich for
the attention of nearly all. Public
charity. Miss Hanan, whopractical
sentiment Is aroused, together with a
had devoted much of her time to char
national interest in highway developitable work, was greatly impressed by
ment. The problem is being studied
the force of character of the duke. A
by engineers and by everyone, befriendship sprung up between.
strong
cause all people, city or country dwellthe two and their courtship and eners have a financial Interest in good
gagement followed.
..
roads."
The family history of the duke is
In Missouri's new road system, crein the Book of Gold of tha
recorded
ated by the last legislature, 11,781
of Italy. It cates as far back
Nobility
miles of road will be dragged and
as 1272. In the fourteenth century
maintained at the expense of the
Demaioi
state. These roads- - will connect all the Marquis Don Francesco
di
Princess
married
Durazzo,
Ippolita
the county seats in the state. Under
the law creating a state system of daughter of Prince Rinaldo of Capua,
who was the only son of King Ladis-la- o.
roads the state agrees to pay $15 a
By this marriage the Demaios
mile for dragging roads to connect
to their name that of Durazzo,
affixed
county seats. But first these roads
added
to their coat of arms tha
and
must be brought up to a standard set
lilies.'"
state
the
highway department.
by
The grandfather of Duke Artura
Hedges must be cut, concrete culverts
must be built and the roads widened was Marquis Don Gennaro di Durazzo,
of the a nobleman In the house of Kinaj
and graded. Over
con- Francesco II. The cuke is the only
met
this
have
Missouri counties
dition and will now draw the state representative of the royal family dl
Durazzo which reigned during tho
money for road dragging.
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
King Ladlslao di Durazzo, son ot
Little Girl Cured of an Awful. Cold
"Two years ago our little girl had Carlo III., (King of Naples,) conqueran awful cold that settled on her ed Rome, and his sister wag Queen
Gulio Demaio
lungs," says Mrs. Wm. Galbraith, Ham- Giovanni di Durazzo.
burg, N. Y. "We were greatly worri- Durazzo, duke of St. Peter and uncle
ed about her condition. She had a of the Duke Arturo, died having no
persistent croupy cough that clung to male, descendants. The' duke's father.
her despite all our treatment, until I Marquis Francesco Demaio Durazzo,
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough died two years ago.
Mrs. John H. Hanan, sister-in-laof
Remedy. This preparation relieved
that dreadful cough and cnoking and the bride, was the matron of honor
effected a positive cure in the course today, and the other srldal attendants
of a few days' time." For sale by all were Mrs. Jerome Wagner, Mrs. Aldealers. Adv.
fred Hanan, Ja., Mrs. James Taylor
Hanan, and the Misses Oazel Agatha
Hanan, Alberta Crafts of Providence.
CONVENTION OF LUTHERANS
Mont-clai- r,
Columbia, S. C, Feb. 17. The sec- R. I., and Marjorie Hanan of
o
Y.
N.
With
the
exception
ond, general convention of the Lutheran Laymen's Missionary movement in Mrs. John H. Hanan all of the attend
the south was formally opened in this ants are nieces of the bride.
After a brief bridal journey in thai
city this afternoon and will continue
In session three days. Nearly one south, the duke and his bride plan to
thousand leading representatives of sail for Naples early nest month,
the denomination are here from Vir- where they will hoard John H. Han--.
ginia, North and South Carolina, Geor- an's yacht for a tour in. the Mediter
gia, Florida and several other states. ranean.

DUKE TAKES UII

United

ROAD BUILDING MUST BE DONE
IN THOROUGH MANNER TO BE
SUCCESSFUL

.'
Sick Headache
This is usually caused by a disorder
Her.
Eodkefeller's Bosnians
of the stomach. Take a good dose of
Chamberlain's Tablets and tomorrow
you will feel all right For sale by
How about you?
"Ten Jreors I suffered with eczemar
or
skin
blemish
a
have
If
all dealers.
any
you
not
could
three years of that time I
little rash, do not let It develop Into
was
appear In public. My entire body
something more serious. Remember
covered with the disease. I could not I. D. D. Prescription has been recog- BEEKEEPERS HOLD CONVENTION
for fifteen years as tho standard
eat I could not sleep. I could not nized
skin remedy. It always beipa, and if
St. Louis, Mo., FeS. 17. The Nationlive. I have at last found the great
UBed according lo directions, it should
al Beekeepers" association began its
Prescription D. D. D. My body ia clean,
cure in a tihort whila
smooth. If there were one bottle only
All drusfKista sell this standard rem
of X. . IX In the world and I bad It, edy, but if you come to ub, we will annual convention today at the Plantoffer you the first full size bottle with ers' Hotel in this city with an attenMr. Rockefeller's millions could not
the guarantee that unless it stops tha
buy the golden fluid."
itch at ouo we will refund the pur- dance of members from many part3 of
Jfnrse Myrtle Eahn !n care Old Lachase price. Ask also about the equal- the United States and Canada. The
ities" Home, lJurham, N. C.)
ly efficient skin soap.
sessions will continue until Friday.
K. D. GOODALL, E. Lat Vegas, N. M.
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The temper of the family and the
good cheer around the table depend
so much on the good digestion of each
IS individual present that the experiences
of 'some former dyspeptics who overcame their troubles should 'be of interest to those now suffering in this
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The Golden Staff of Life
Bread is the staff of life and
electric toast is
ks most delicious and healthful form.
There's no use trying to demonstrate or even to imagine
that ordinary toast is as good as electric toast In making
ordinary toast it is very difficult to avoid burning the bread,
and burnt bread is something very very different from the
crisp and delicate toast made by the clean electric heat of the
golden-brow-

G-- E

n

Radiant Toast

The electric toaster enables you to have perfect toast at
any time without the fuss and bother of building fires nd
smoking up the house. There is nothins more suitab!
s

for an Electrical Christmas Gift.
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almost a painful one and
y
employes cannot

to be
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NATION FACING

M

EAT

experts of the federal
government are giving the high cost
(Incorporated.)
o living, problem their paramount attention, and are investigating the high
va. U. PADGETT...
-- .Editor.
prices of meat The department of
agriculture has Just completed a cenanimals of
sus of the.
the United States, and finds that there
has been a decrease of 4,183,000 head
in
increase of $176,530,000
Entered at the postofflce at East and an'
the past year. On Jan
value
during
New
&M Vegas,
Mexico, for trail
1914, the herd numbered
through the United Statei uary l,
compared wJth 148,690,000
as
second
class matter.
sil
head a year ago.
The bulk of the nation's decreased
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
meat supply is In the swine herd.
Daily, by Carrier
Compared with last year the number
1 .05 of hogs in the United States has dimf Copy
jjj inished 2,185,000 head, cattle 175,000
Oo Week
.65 and sheep 1,763,000 head. The major
.Que Month
7.50 portion of the increased
33ae Year
values Is
credited to the beef animals. The
Daily, by Mall
;s3ae year (In advance)
$6.00 value of all cattle,
excluding milk
3.00 cows, when compared with last year,
ix Months (In advance)
7.50 shows an increase of
Vn9 Tear (in arrears)
$166,688,000;
3.75 Bwlne have gained $9,842,000 in value,
S2x Months (In arrears)
while sheep have depreciated $1,476,-000. El Paso Times.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Economic

CO.
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GROWER
3x

.
,

Months
(Cash

In Advance

for

$2.00
1.00
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Mail

ADDS TO
SHOW
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Subscriptions)
'
flemtt by check, draft or money TALENTED ACTOR WILL APPEAR
ftsrder. If sent otherwise we will not
IN
AS INTERLOCUTOR
t responsible for loss.
ELKS' MINSTREL
Specimen copies free on application
The announcement 'that Jack
will be '' interlocutor for the
ALL .PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
Elks' minstrel show, which was made
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
last night for the first time, has
brought renewed interest in the per
formance. "Mack," is one of the best
Advertisers are guaranteed
the actors on the American stage. He also
rgest daily and weekly circulation is one of
the funniest men in the
of any newspaper In northern New
world and has a large store of humor
fttexlco.
.j
in his system which bubbles forth
spontaneously and unexpectedly.
will look good in the center
TELEPHONES
Business Office
Main 2 of the circle when the curtain goes
News Department
up Friday night
-- ....Main
The end men, all of whom possess
considerable talent, are E. J. McWeTUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1914.
nie, Orrin Blood, Pete Linn, George
Morrison, Bert Adams, Ludwig Ilfeld,
Charles O'Malley and Jack Matthews.
Reading the year book of the
The circle will be composed of Dr.
league and that of the American Brewing association convinces the C. S. Losey, Charles P. Trumbull
uost skeptical that there is still a Di- Charles Greenclay, Simon Bacharach
vergence of Opinion on the Liquor David Conway, D. L. Cole, Herbert
N. O. Hermann, Jake Graaf,
Question. The
league ln- - Gehrlng,
us that the drinking of beer is Harry Martin, Donald Hart, Will Fu
aanghty and is likely to lead to gate, Cecil Boucher, Arthur Ilfeld,
Furred Tongue, Patched Clothing, Herman Ilfeld, John Rudulph, E. R.
.'Scarcity of Coin and other distressing Russell, C. L. Wadsworth. and Manuel
Symptoms. The brewers, however, Henriquez.
ray beer is concentrated Food, pro-- Many interesting stunts have been
; motes Good
Cheer and is recommend-e- arranged for the program and Mrs.
by the Best Physicians as a Pro- Charles Kohti, the director, has organmoter of Long Life. If one were try- ized an excellent orchestra to furnish
ing to cling to the water wagon he the music. There wu he a big parcertainly would be "Torn by Conflict ade on Friday afternoon in which all
ing Emotions" upon reading these two the Elks will participate.
publications, both of which are furnished gratis by their respective com(
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Anti-3aioc- n
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pilers.

SITUATIONS

HAKE FLAY GREAT

SCENARIOS ARE
VALUELESS?

"THE GIRL IN THE- TAXI" IS SAID
recent decision by a Los Angeles
TO BE A PRODUCER OF
judge seems tp put a clmp in a growing, business. He decided that a scenario for a moving picture play is val;
If you can picture Bertie Fowler,
ueless and that a person who
a young man who . has never been
ideas from one is commit- away from bis. mamma's apron
no
crime.
ting
strings, .trying to be a sport with
This means, if it means anything, The Girl In the. Taxi" at ,a- swell
that the film makers can use all'' the New York cafe and only five, dollars
ood points in any scenarles submi- in his clothes, you can readily see
tted to them and then cheerfully re- the possibilities for
gud rich comedy
turn the manuscript sans check. A in this international, success. Bertie
little of this, oMsourse, and they will is not hackward. He asks every wom
get no more manusscrlpts. Then, if an he meets to teach him how u
they wantl them Some time, how will make love. He gets there even if ha
has to pawn all his father's clothes
they proceed to get them?
MoBt of the larger companies pro to do so. Bertie meets "The Girl in
ducing films today have one or more the Taxi." She, a dashing widow of
scenario writers employed at regular many times, soon finds his weakness.
.salaries. Most of the plays they pro- - runs up a bill of many dollars and
arrest, when
fiwsare written "by these regular leaves ywor Bertie-facinivorkman, and, in a pinch, all of them he finds papa doing the same thing in
tould be. Three or four years ago. the same cafe.' Papa," to save himself
before the business got to be as well comes to the- rescue, it ever mere
systematized as it is at present, many was a double jointed cyclone of funi
companies advertised for scenarios, this New York, Paris and wide world
or picture play plots, and really success is one that has never had an
bought many and paid good prices for equal. It will be seen here February
them, However, so tcw writers ap- 25 at the Duncan opera house. You
preciated the limitations of the cam- are not taking any chances. You will
era drama and got up their work so roar for three acts, go home and
"bungllngl that the manufacturers be wake up to find you have been laughcame disgusted. It was hardly worth ing in your sleep.
hundreds of
while to dkr through
would stand ILLINOIS
to
one
that
FARMERS', INSTITUTE
plots
get
Galesburg, 111., Feb. 17. The nineproduction. And even it, in most cas-,had to he trimmed or enlarged teenth annual meeting of the Illinois
Farmers' Institute, which is one of the
and possibly entirely rehashed.
Nevertheless, the'ortaand for good largest and most influential organizaideas for moving picowe plays Is 80 tions of Its kind in the country, began
its sessions here today with a gratifylarge it la probable companies
continue to pay for good ones, do ing attendance of farmer and their
iplt the California Judge's decision. families from all over the state. The
d
The number of picture plays now
meeting will continue three days, duris more In tm weefe than all ing which time there will be numerous
Qie short stories printed in all the lectures by noted experts on crops,
magazines in a rnoiitn. Consequently soils, livestock, dairying and housetie search for original idtsfcs is getting hold, science.
A
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1913' TOTALED 7,087
500 POUNDS, ACCORDING TO

HIGHWAYS OF DISGUSTING
RUBBISH

t--

s

A heavy cold in the lungs that was
expected to cure itself has been the
starting point in many cases of disease that ended fatally. The sensible
course is to take frequent doses of

BALLARD'S

SYRUP.
HOREHOUND
of the disorder
and assists nature to restore normal
conditions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co
Adv.

It checks the progress

The rarest fabrics produced in China
at the Panama-PacifiInternational exposition. Dr. T.
C. Chu, counselor. of the ministry of
industry and commerce of China,' and
special commissioner to the exposition, announces that the Chinese arch-tec- t
who is to design the Chinese pavilion, will reach San Francisco soon.
China will expend $80ir,ooo on its display, says Dr. Chu. The exhibit will
be concerned principally with tha liberal arts, manufactures and agricultural pursuits of the republic. At the
close of the exposition, the pavilion,
which will be of permanent construction, will he presented to the American people.
'

Chronio C.on3tlpatio--

c
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Cured

-

.'

"I had been troubled with chronic
two years and tried
constipation-foall the best physicians in Bristol,
Tenn., and vthey could do nothing
for me. Two packages of Chamber
lain's Tablets cured me," writes Thos.
E. Williams, of Middleboro, Ky. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
r

HOUSTON HAS A BIRTHDAY

Washington, Feb. 17. Secretary
of Agriculture Houston today received
Congratulations from his colleagues in
the cabinet and from others in public
life, on the occasion or his
birthday anniversary. Mr. Houston is
a native of North Carolina. After completing his education at Harvard he
hegan his career as a teacher at
South Carolina college... After several
years as president of the University of
Texas he became chancellor of Washington University, at. St. Louis, which
position he held when president 'Wil
son 'called him intp the, cabinet.
forty-eight-

h

Don't You Belfeve U
that chronio constipation
cannot be cured. Don't you believe it
Chamberlain's Tablets have cured
others why not yon? Give them a
trial. They cost only a quarter. For
sale by all dealers. Adv,
Some say

PYTHIANS GATHER

Washington, Feb. 17. Officials and
other prominent members of the
Knights of Pythias., from all parts of
the United States,, and Canada are
gathering in Washington to participate
in the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the order, which was founded in this city February 19, 1864. The
celebration will begin tomorrow and
continue until the end of the week.
President Wilson will receive the delegates at the White House and Secretary of State Bryan will he one of the
speakers at the anniversary exercises.

i

Jdfferson City, Mo., Feb. 17. Statistical information furnished the Missouri bureau of labor statistics by the
278,500 farmers of the state indicate
that the 1913 production of wool in
Missouri
to
amounted
7,087,500
At 20 cents a pound the
pounds.
worth, washed and unwashed, was
The wool bulletin of Commissioner
John T. Fitzpatrick states the 113
output of Missouri wool was reduced
by the process of scouring to 3,898,125
pounds, but its value increased to
It took 1,050,000 head of
sheep to supply the shearing. The
average weight of the fleece was 6.75
pounds. The percentage of shrinkage
which occurred during the scouring
was 45. Wool in the scoured state
brought less a pound than it has for
several year9, the average being 38
cents. In 1912 53 cents was the pre
i:
vailing price and iii 1911 39 cental '','"
Missouri
is super
That the wool of
ior in quality to that of Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Delaware,
Maryland and Minnesota is shown by
the fact that it brought a nigher price
in' eastern markets. The output was
15 per cent) fine and 85 per cent me
dium, about the same as the other
states of. the Mississippi valley pro-

over-confi- d

bus-nes-

The 1912 wool crop of Missouri
amounted to 7,425,000 pounds and it
was worth $2,164,388 scoured. Other
states in the Mississippi valley show
a similar falling off, the reason being
that there was a decrease in the num
ber of sheep on farms everywhere.
According to estimations made by
Supervisor of Statistics A. T. Edmonston of the bureau of labor statistics,
Missouri, in 1913, again produced more
wool than any of the states which
form its border, namely, either Illi
nois, Kentucky, Tenessee, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Iowa, Kansas and Nebras
ka. Iowa is the heaviest wool producer touching Missouri but its 1913
cron fell 1.500,000 pounds behind. It
would take the 1913 output of Illinois,
Kansas and Nebratjlca to equal that
of Missouri. Missouri produced more
wool in 1913 than did Maine, New
-

Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Connecticut combin
ed, with New York New Jersey and
Delaware thrown in. Missouri pro
duced nearly a much wool In 1913
as did Virginia, North and South Car
olina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mis- issippi, Louisiana, Arkansas and Tennessee combined,
The Arizona production was 2,000,-O00 pounds short of that of Missouri
last year, and yet that state has a
national reputation as a wool produc"
v
er.
,
The extensive garment workers'
strike in New York had the effect of
reducing the demand for. wool, therefore keeping the price per pound
down. For the country at large, the
number of sheep sheared was 3C,319,t
000, a decrease of 2,162,000 from 1912.
The production of raw1 wool for the
country at large, was 296,175,300
pounds,- and its value in scoured
In these figures
state,. $57,582,956.
are included pulled wool.
The wool bulletin of Mr. Fitzpatrick constitutes advance information

'

"

-

Red Book."

The process of scouring wool removes from it grease and other matters: ' Formerly this refuse was allowed to run to waste, but it is now
carefully skimmed and all oily matters
recovered are submitted to a process
which produces three or four
now of value in the commercial
-

the wool at shipping centers and when
they have a car'load send it on to the
scouring' places from where most of
it is now shipped to the eastern states,
The time Is coming, however, when
Missouri will have factories large
outenough not alone to handle the
put of wool of this state, but also of
Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas,
and several other southwestern states.
There are now five or six establishments here which utilize Missouri
wool, but they are not large enough
to consume the annual supply.
Missouri's annual crop of wool, if
used for that purpose, would supply
every man and boy in St. Louiatwo
suits of clothes a year. If half mixed
with cotton it would clothe the male
population of that city from teWo
foot completely, giving each an overcoat, two suits of clothes, a shirt nd
cap. The cost of the raw material
P
would be about $18 and made
profreasonable
a
about $50, allowing
it to cloth makers and tailors.
)

New York, Feb. 17. Liquidation
was again a feature during the first
half of last week. A great deal of this
was late profit-takinby
ent bulls whose courage failed' w'l en
they found that the January rise had
culminated. February is frequently a
reactionary period, and in this, instance the decline was accelerated by
distrust of the Mexican situation by
foreign selling, by weakness in New
York Central, by a break in the oil
s
of
stocks, by unpleasant
the Rock Island episode, by a vote
In the senate for another New Havon
Investigation and by prospect of a
suit between the government and
Southern Pacific ovc, 'the separation
s
from Central Pacific. The week's
was also Interrupted by the cele
bration of Lincoln's Mrthday, and this
served to further restrict business and
restrain bullish operations.
Apart from these tendencies the situation was satisfactory, and influen
ces affecting values were generally of
a favorable character. There has been
some disappointment among ' those
very optimistically inclined at the
slowness of business recovery, but it.
lost
is recognzed that considerable
ground has been recovered, that economic conditions are generally sound
and promising, and that should we be
blessed with another good harvest,
the prospects are that, the latter half
of 1914 will witness much wider activity than the first half. There is
considerable talk at present about the
large nnmber of unemployed in - this
city. Unfortunately the number is
greater than usual. Yet it Is proper
to remember that' at this season the
unemployed from various parts of the
country drift to New York because
they stand a better chance here than
elsewhere of receiving food and shel
ter from the numerous charitable or
ganizations in this city. It is also to
be remembered that the number of
unemployed at this season is always
larger than at any other period, he
cause
work is largely sus
pended. This year the proportion of
the unemployed from this cause Is ex
ceptionally heavy owing to slackness
in the building trades out in the winter months work is always less plentiful, and the class of labor most af
fected usually receives high wages,
and thus has opportunity for preparing for the time of
Gradually but slowiy trade Is in-- Thl3 lsl.nuite
creasing In volume.
true in the steel trade in which the
Viiifilled orders in January Increased
337,000 tons. The steel trade is as yet
by no 'ffifeans in an entirely satisfactory condition, the volume of business
being still much beiow normal and
prices low. Nevertheless, the tendency is distinctly towards further im
Another indication of
provement
betterment was a reduction of 4,000,- 000 pounds in the domestic stocks of
copper during January. The monthly
idle-ca- r
statement alBo showed a de
crease of 5,200 cars in January. Rail
road purchases have been curtailed
for months past, and It is probable
that their orders during the last year
or two of rolling stoat and rails have
fallen below the actual loss through
ordinary wear and tear. Sheer nec
essity will soon compel larger purchas
es by railroad managers; The latter
continue embarrassed by inabiliey to
secure better rates and by the diffi
culties of raising money; though
some relief has been afforded by the
recent fall in interest rates, which
made it easier to refund or extend ma
turing obligations. '1 ne question of
meeting the great mass of short term
notes Is now much ltuss serious than
at one time feared,' thanks
conditions in the money market' Nei
Issues' are" now being offered with
'
more confidence ano. Beem td s be
promptly absorbed.. Large amounts
of high grade bonds fcftd "stocks have
been taken by investors and financial
Institutions since the first of the year,
a condition which materially aids the
marketing of desirable new Issues, of
which a number still are pending.
There Is every probability that in
vestors will have an ample selection
of new notations from which to choose
during the,, coming months. In Eu
rope the flood of new issues has been
excessive,- - but It Is encouraging to
note that most'1 of then have been
well taken. The Belgian loan for $15,
000,000 whs a complete success. So
too, was a Chinese loan. A Greek
loan, a Hungarian loan and a South
African government loan are all in
immediate prospect. The marked rise
in British consols Is emphatic proof
of better conditions in London,
al
though the expected further reduction
after-effeci-

duced.

world.
'
In Missouri the shearing generally
occurs in April Buyers concentrate

UPWARD
;

$1,417,500.

from

isJ

g

of the Bank of England rate is likely
to be postponed. The financial situation in Paris has much improved.
The German bank situation Is also sat
isfactory, and the Loudon settlement
went off without trounle In spite' of

T..''j'

the unsettlement caused by the opening of parliament and the,; strain of
i
f
the Ulster situation.
The extreme case in money In this
market appears to have reached its
culmination.,. In the west tljere. is; a
somewhat "firmer tendency,, although
no return to a muc; higher irate is
IJt
anticipated. . The commercial paper
market which has
eon active for
some time past shows, signsiof, dieting down. Foreign exchange comiv
ues weak, but further ;gold sports to
Paris were recorded,' making the l
since the middle of January about
All thingsi considered, the
$10,000,000.
money situation is as satisfactory as
could be expected, the last national
bank call showing that these Institu
tions held $92,000,000 more cash than
at the previous call in October, while
loans showed a contraction of $85,000,-00A year ago the national banks
reported a loss of $36,000,000 in cash
and an expansion- of $18,000,000 In
loans. This is an exceptionally satisfactory comparison. Whether the
present reaction in the stock market
which has been considerable, has run
its course or not, cannot just now be
determined; but its future Improvement is promising, a partial offset
is the probable heavy amount of new
flotations, the successful placing of
which will call for considerable bank-

"v
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CLEWS EXPECTS THE INTEREST
RATE TO BEGIN TO CRELP

FIGURES

In connection with the building and
maintaining , of good roads in this
county, the county road commission
is equally as interested
in keeping
the highways clean as to appearance
as it la in construction work.
One of the most disgusting things
that impresses the tourist while passing through the western states and in
many parts of the east, is the continual line of tin cans thrown to the
side of the roads. Th is a nuisance,
as is generally conceded, and yet one
o the easiest to remedy. The proper
way to abolish it is to dispose of the
old cans by the same method as a
dead animal; that is, bury them. This
plan has been worked successfully
In many places.
Not only do the cans give a highway
a bad appearance but they also are
a source of injury to automobile tires.
The cans, thrown to the side of the
road, often find their way into the
road proper, with the result of cut
ting automobile tires and giving a
possible chance for injury to a horse.
The road commission is anxious
that the can nuisance he abolished
while the good roaa movement is
working so that when the highways
are in good condition the road boosters will not be forcetf to stage a hat- tie against the tin
"Some day we will wake up and find
ourselves on the main highway across
the United States and then we will
begin to take notice that our negligence in the matter of not keeping
the highways clean of dump material
tends to he a source of poor advertisement. Now is the time It Is even
too late to begin work," said an enthu-siastibooster today,
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When Talking
of Service

,to-ta-

you should not forget the
expense and care we have

taken to give you here ,at
home one of the most
complete

west

0.

the

In

shops
,

somewhat to our
pride in our establishment, also the desire to
grow- in your, patronage.
You profit by our exper-- .
lence and we save you
time over sendingiyour
optical work away,, GIVE
due

-

.

US A TRIAL.

'

ing

support

Taupert

'

HENRY CLEWS.

-

ManufacturingQptician

A scald, burn, or eevere cut heals
slowly if neglected. The family that
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY
keep9 a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT .on' tyand Is "always preBuying
Foley's Honey and Tar Compared for such' accidents:' s Price 25c, pound saves money because Just a'
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen- few doses stops' the cough and cold
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
tral Drug Co. Adv.

WANTTO KEEP SHIP LINES
Washington, Feb. 17. The interstate commerce commission today began hearings on the application of the
Pennsylvania railroad ,for permission
to retain its steamship lines after
July 1, the date upon which the Panama Canal law decrees all rail lines
shall disassociate themselves from
competitive water lines. The application Is made under a provision of the
law which empowers the Interstate
commerce commission, In its discretion, to permit the ral, reads to retain
such ownership if such a condition is
for the best interests of the territory
serve. The
the rail- - and water-line- s
Pennsylvania owns the Anchor line
on the Great Lakes. The Lehigh Valley and a number of other railroads
own steamship lines and practically
all of them have maoe application for
permission to retain such ownership.
Hearings on these applications will be
conducted by the commission at various points during the .next few
months.

quickly heals raw and inflamed surfaces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

FETERITA

IN ARTESIA

Tke local postofflce hns been busy
this week distributing sample sacks of
feterita, the new dry land grain which
is to revolutionize farming in the west.
The sample contains about six pounds
of seed, enough for one acre, and is
accompanied by full directions. The
warns
department of agriculture
planters not to expect wonderful
yields, but does say that the yield will
be much better than tne average of
kaffir corn under dry, condtions.
This should make it a good crop to
grow on the dry land west of Artesia.
The soil in tnat locality is excellent,
and in many years good, crops of kaffir have been made on some places
without any Irrigation. But the usual
rainfall is too small to make kaffir
pay. This new crop should make
good returns with the natural rainfall
we have in the valley.
;
About 3,000 pounds of seed were
SUCCESSFUL' EVERYWHERE
to Artesia. Artesia Advocate. ,
sent
are
of
talking
People everywhere
the quick and fine results Foley
Kidney Pills give In backache, rheuColds, constipations and headache
matism, kidney and bladder troubles. are three common afflictions and reYoui can not take them into your syshelps tha
lieving the constipation
tem without good results. That; is be- cold and stops the headache. Use
cause Foley Kidney Pills glv4o- the Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
kidneys and bladder just what nature are very prompt and thoroughly
calls for to heal these weakened and cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasinactive organls. O. Q. Schaefer and ant effects. A whole bottle full for
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Gas in- the stomach or bowels la a
Ethel Barry more "has met' with such
disagreeable .symptom .of a torpid
tiver. To get rid of it' quickly take success in "Tahte" that she has deHERBINE.
It 'IB a- marvelous liver
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price cided to continue in the play during
50c Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv. th&jremainder of the season.
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ready had extended a courteous Invito the governor to be representtation
TWO
ed here at the hearing and it had
been declined. He agreed, however,
that due notice had been given to the
state authorities before any evidence
Mrs. OHia Shearer, midwife. Hotel
reflecting on the state's troops was
RomaJne. Adv.
heard.
a
was
C. C. Huston of Chicago,
' Counsel for the strikers then
ancommercial visitor here today.
examiwotfld
defer
nounced
that
they
R. p. McKeeson of Cincinnati, 6.,
nation of the witnesses Tegardlng aswas a business vfarto? In Las Vegas
PEDRO SEDILLO AND HERCULANO saults alleged to have been committed
today.
O'T
CHAVEZ SHOT WHILE SERV-- ,
by the militia.
v,;i a
J. B. Cook of IUbera came la yesi
WARRANTS
"'NGf
Strikers
Socialists
Helped
busifew
a
for
days'
terday evening
L. Ber-ge- r
Victor
Former
Congressman
ness visit here.
a
Feb. 17. While atEstaflcia;:N.-was
hear,
of
Milwaukee
given
Minor Rudulph came in yesterday
and
to
arrest
He
Joe
committee.
foefore
the
McKinley
tempting;
tag
today
Afternoon from his home in Mora for
Han Honltday. at Romero's mill, a mile made it plain that he; represented onshoft
here.'
visit.
business
a
half west qf Tajique and 16 ly the national socialist party of the
and
Smith of Trlnlad lame lri yesJ.
west1 of .Estancia, yesterday
milea
executive committee of which he Is a
busiterday evening for , few days'
Sedlllo and Herculano member.
ness visit in Las Vegas, v
Chavei were hot and instantly killed.
"The socialist party had absolutely
J. E. MeKee came In yesterday
Accurate "Information in regard to nothing to do with starting the
busi
a
short
ovening from El Paso for
the detaila ot the tragedy 1 difficult strike," said Mr. Berger, , 'and nothing
ness visit In Las Vegas.
to
obtain,' a communication between to do with fomenting it, : When the
33.' B. Wheeler will leave thld evenand .Estancia 1 very poor, strikers got: hard Up,; as they did as
Tajique
on
ing for Chicago where he will be
and hot until the officers who have early as September, we gave financial
liusiness for several weeks.
gone to arrest the two men have re- help. Up to February 1, we sent
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Sdhhauser, of
,
turned with thero. will it be possible tbem $24,689.53 in money and a great
Zanislee, O., arrived In Las Vegas to gain definite information as to the
quantity of clothing for their children.
last night for a few days' visit.
which the killing occurred.
in
would have done as much for any
way
We
last
Mrs. James Young returned
According to the story that is gen strike of national importance."
she
where
Mound
night from Wagon
said that together with
Mr.
erally accepted here, McKinley, who
has ibeen visiting her daughter ior a is 22 years of age, and HolHday, who CharlesBerger
Edward Russell and Charles
hort time.
is 28, have for eome time been getting H. Moyer, he had made an investigaW. S. Patterson, connected with the timber from the
Tajique grant with- tion of conditions in the copper counEquitable Life Assurance agency at out permission from the commissiontry last month, and he offered his
Albuquerque, was a business visitor ers, and have- been hauling cedar conclusions to the committee for
here today.
posts to Estancia and selling them "what they are worth."
Joe Suhl, foreman for this division here. It is said that legal proceedings
Testimony regarding attacks alleged
of . the Santa Fe Railway company, were instituted against them to pre
to
have been made on strikers and
a
shor'
on
left last night for Santa Fe
vent them from cutting any more members of their families was heard
visit.
business
jj timber, and Sedlllo and Chavez were
today toy the committee. William J.
C. E. Lewis, local manager faR, thf
sent to serve these papers. Whether Oarbis, a striker, said he was held
lett'Hhis
&
Sabln,
Earickson
firm of
the proceeding was of a civil or a
and searched for weapons twice
afternoon for Santa Fe on a short criminal nature is not definitely up
one night last Decemher by deputy
business visit.
known, but from, the tragedy that fol- sheriffs in Copper City.
Elliott Barker ofTasiis, N. M., re- lowed it ia assukeibai',the paper
Woman was Stoned
turned to ihjs home,'! tiiis afternoon which it was Bought to serve on McMrs. Selma Meikkila, wife of a stril
for
visitor
here
a
been
after having
Kinley and Holiday was a warrant for er, testified that she and six other
the past few days.
their arrest
women were stoned by strikebreakers
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
also stated that Sedlllo and near the Franklin mine between 6 and
is
It
of the New Mexico Normal Univer- Chavez were told that it would be un- 7 o'clock on the
morning of Decem
sity, will leave this evening for Aztec necessary for them to go armed Upon ber 11. She said a
on
deputy sheriff
will
be
where
he
and Farmington,
their mission, as: it was believed that had levelled a revolver at her. The
time.
some
educational business for
the two men would submit peaceably witness admitted that she was doing
L. Silverman of Kansas City, Mo., to whatever proceedings had been
returned to aht place this evening af brought against them, and that ac- picket duty at the time, and that she
the other women were then in
ter having been a visitor wren h?s cordingly they took no weapons with and
of a crowd1 of strikers assembled
front
lamily for the past several weeks.' them. It is known, however, that near
the mine while the
are
children
and
Mrs. Silverman
upon their attempt to serve the pa- men were going to work.
nere.
winter
the
sponding
pers they were both shot and killed.
lieutenant and Mrs. Robert Towers
One version of the affair is that Mcarrived in Las Vegas last nisht from Kinley and Holllday each killed his . Finch's Colden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
Manila where Lieuteant Powers is man, but this has been contradicted, in wood. Direct from the distillery to
located in the United States army, and another story is to the effect that you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
for a short visit here. Mr. Powers is McKinley had nothing to do with the
a brother of Stephen Powers of this tragedy.
city.
Immediately after the killing Holi
,
Frank Landis, a Chicago man con- day and McKinley were placed under
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
nected with the company investigating guard by private persons and the authe J. D. Hand properties, accompan- thorities were notified. Deputy Sheried by A. T. Rogers, Jr., will leave iff Dee Robinson immediately started
The new Wilbur tneater In, Boston
this evening for Chicago where they for .Tajique and will return at once will be
opened next month.
some
they will be on ibusuiss for
with the prisoners, provided no harm
Mrs. Fiske has decided to revive
time.
comes to them before his arrival on "Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh.- "
Richard W. Rudulpn, a well known the scene. Both Sedlllo and Chavez
The Welsh players In "Change" ars
"Las Vegas young mam, left last night live at Tajique and are popular there.
now touring Canada.
for Albuquerque where he will be Feeling against McKinley and Holiday
Stella Mayhew is to appear shortly
employed by the Llsett and Myers runs high .there' and In Torreon, and in
the cast of "High Jinks.",
Tobbaco agency as a traveling sales- grave fears .are felt that mob vioBert Williams is again to be, the
man. Mr. Rudulph has been employed lence will be attempted before the ofstar in the Ziegfeld "FollieB."at
ficers can arrive. Sheriff Julius Meyly the C D. Boucher grocery store.
Charles Dillingham will bring out
General Superintendent C. H. Bris- er,
is.oujt of the city, but.has been no- a new play called "Lady Change." f......
tol of the western; lines of the Santa tified find will return to Estancia at
Margaret Vale, a niece of President
"Fe Railway company, passed through once toftake charge of, the situation.
is appearing in one' of the
Wilson,
on
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
Sedlllo Is survived by a wife and New York successes.
train No. 7 on his way over the south- three children, the oldest about 14
George Cohan's "Broaway Jones"
ern part of his district He was ac- years of age. Chavez leaves a wife
has won success in London with iJay-companied Jto Albuquerque by Super- and one child.
mour Hicks playing the title role.
:j.
intendent P. L. Myers0pf this division.
H. B. Marinelli is to put out two
companies, one headed by Evelyn
Thaw and the other by Gaby, Des'.ys.
LOBS IfJTO ;TIIE MILITIA ACCUSED BF
Grace George is to be seen soon in
a new play by Desmond Coke, an EngOUTRAGES lish writer, called "One Hour of Lite."
I0CK ISLAND -- LINES
Renne Boucicault, daughter of the
late Aubrey Bouclcauft, ha3 been enCONGRESS ASKS FOR AN INVESTI-- MICHIGAN MINERS NOTIFY STATE gaged toy Henry W. Savage for the
TO EXPECT
ATI ON OF THEIR FINANAUTHORITIES
play, "Along Came Ruth."
'REVELATIONS
CIAL HISTORY
H. B. Warner is to be1 starred in a
new1 play called "Billy Black," by
Hancock, Mich., Feb. 17. Another in- Charles' Bradley. Rita Stanwood has
Washington, Feb. 17. Congressional
investigation of the financial history vitation to the state of Michigan to been selected for the leading female
of the Rock Island railroad system by be represented at the congressional role.
the interstate commerce commission Inquiry, in progress here wasi extendWalker Whiteside has purchased
was asked In a resolution .introduced ed today by Chairman Taylor in a the American rights to "Mr. Wu," tho
today by Representative Green, re- telegram , to Governor Ferrii after Chinese melodrama which has been
counsel for the strikers had givan no- one of the best efforts., of the season
publican, of Iowa.
comresolution
the
The
tice that the witnesses wouM be,, in-- , In London.
requests
.'
Vl ;. ,..
mission to investigate "and report to troflueed" to srtow a series of outrage v, Richard Temple, who jnow has a
fhe house the fact and circumstances committed by th militia and th off leading part In the comedy, "The
ihoiing the nature of the transactions fleers in command while they were Wedding Nighty" is to star next seaa
j J son in a musical ' farce entitled
Jvhoreby the Chicago, Rock island & heSjiStl-i- j fluty.
::
,,,V
the
and'
F.
was
Allan
It
';
Rees,
Holiday."
suggested by
pacific Railway company
RocL Jslaad. Jtailroad. company, hold- counsel for the mining companies, "Pretty i :ivirs.. mith,;' by Oliver
ing companies, were organized, and that the state officials Bhould be noti- Morosco and Elmer Harris, is having
the nature of their control .over the fied if an, Investigation of the militia a run in Los Angeles, with Kitty GorChicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail- was to toe undertaken.
don, Sidney Grant and Forrest Stanley
Chairman Taylor replied that he al-- In the cast. The etory is of three hus- road company.
.
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PEOPLES BANK
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits
Dividend Paid January 1st, 1914

HUSKIES
OF, THE
PLAYERS AIS3 165 .c
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KILBANE TO DEFEND TITLE
Milwaukee, Wis.,, Feb. 17. What is
expected to be the best boxing bout

seen here since the Wolgast-River- s
contest Is scheduled by one of the
local clubs for tomorrow night, when
Johnny Kilbane will defend his title
joH!
featherweight champion against
Jack White, the Chicago feather
weight. The distance will be 10
rounds. Both boxers are reported to
be in excellent condition and an Inter
esting contest Is expected to result.
WILL COMPLETE TRANSFER
New York, Feb. 17. Governor John
Tener of Pennsylvania, president of
the National league, has called an ad
j

Journed session of the National league
and an adjourned meeting of the
board of directors of the league to
be held at Cincinnati next Saturday
at 2 o'clock. The final details of the
transfer of former Second Baseman
John Evers of the Chicago club to
the Boston club will be completed.
'

FLYNN IS DIVORCED
Oswego, N. Y., Peb. 17. A final decree of divorce obtained by Rena
Leary, formerly a! New York show
girl, from Maurice B. "Lefty" Flynn,
fullback on the Yale football team
of .1912,' was filed here today. Mrs.
Flyrin receives $20 a month alimony.
They' were married by an alderman
at the'New York city hall, January 6,
1913.
Mrs. Flynn charged that the
'

Yale fullback abandoned her
later.

11

days

;

bands, two of whom were thought
dead, but returned.
"The Governor's "Boss," a new play
James Sj,Barcus, Is
by
scheduled to have Its first: production
by a stock company in Washington
next week.
Mrs. Leslie Carter has been taking
French lessons in Paris, for the purpose of appearing before audiences in
a one-ac- t
play there. She will not
return to America for at least another
,
year.
Franz Lehar's "Alone at Last," .a
Viennese, musical piece, is to be seen
lilAmerica next, season. It Js said to
be a somewhat. serious, operetta, with
witty and sentimental, "scenes, provid
ed by the
librettists, (Wilr
Ham and Bodansky
...
IiOuise Closser Hale has finished
her engagement with Henry Miller
and will soon appear in a dramatiza
tion of her own book, "Her Soul and
Her Body." The play is to be produced toy Fred Belasco in San Francisco
!under the title!, "Missy, the Dancer."
.

well-know- ti

Littl Girl Cured of an Awful Cold v
"Two years ago our little girl bad
an awful cold that settled on her
lungs," says Mrs. Wm. Galbraith, Ham
burg, N. Y. "We were greatly worri-- .
ed about her condition. She had a
persistent croupy cough that clung to
her despite all our treatment, until I
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
This preparation relieved
Remedy.
that dreadful cough and choking and
effected a positive cure in the course
of a few days' rinse." For sale by all
dealers.

Adv.

.

?114,22Q.0O
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Feb.

Deposits
Loans .
.
.Total Resources

:

When the Y. M. C. A. star basket-.ba- ll
team meets the, equally strong aggregation from the New Mexico University of Albuquerque a week from
Friday night at the, armory, Las
Vegas basketball fans will see the
fastest game of this sport ever played in this citty, according to general
belief.
The Albuquerque team has practiced during the entire season and has
a reputation of not being defeated. It
Is composed of a number of huskies
who starred pn the Varsity football
team last year, and expects to defeat
any team it plays.
Even with the strong aggregation
that Albuquerque boasts yet Las
Vegas should feel no anxiety, for the
local "Y" team is equal or better Jo
the Duke City boys, it Is believed. The
average weight 'of the local team is
1G5 pounds for five men while speedometers .remain undiscovered as yet
to tabulate, their speed on a basket-hal- l
field.' Their basket shooting is
excellent, while team work is second
nature to all of the men.
The lineup of the Y. M. C. A. in
cludes the following men: John Webb,
Carl Ellis, prentice White, Harold
Stewart and Frank Winters, all men
who have played
game for the
past several years and who have established a reputation as stars.
The advance ticket sal will begin
the first of next week and support is
solicited by the Y. M. C, A., as the
expenses will be heavy.

r--

.

1912
-

.

6,328.67
4,800.00

75
.70
47

per cent
per cent
per cent

,
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THE .AVERAGE. WEIGHT
POUNDS

TRUST

BEGAN BUSINESS, OCTOBER.,

HADE IIP OF

FIVE

(EL

12, 1913
$105,063.23
154,633.61
217,723.06

GROWTH
.t
.

I;

'

Feb.

v .:

'

"

12, '1914'

'

1

"J "

$184,157.18; Increase

'

ici,374.87; Increase
319,225.19; Increase

SECUfLITY
Personal supervision Executive Board,
Sigmlund Nahm, Bernhardt Appel, Geo. H.
Hunker, Geo. E. Morrison, Charles Danzlger, Cecilio Rosenwald,1 John W. Harris.
Examination by 'State Banking Auditor.
Independent examination by special Banking Auditor employed by Board of Directors.
weekly-meetings.-

.

'.

;

CONDITION
Progressive, Clean, Up to Date.

:..J

:i
!

No bad or questionable paper. No Overdrafts, no Real Estate.
'

VERDICT OF OUR CUSTOMERS
Courteous treatment, efficient and prompt application of banking
'
Reasonable loans, Reasonable rates.

principles, Reliable information.

,

4

per cent paid

on Savings and Time Deposits and 2 per cent on Checking Accounts.

i- k-

DILLON EXPECTED
TO MAKE FLYNN

HURRY
j

HE

WILL FIGHT THE PUEBLO
FIREMAN IN KANSAS CITY
IN MARCH

Kansas City, Feb. 17. At last every
arrangement and tangle has been
straightened out by Jimmy Hurst, who
is to promote the first light heavy
weight championship contest in years.
Jack Diijon and Jim Flynn will go to
post on the evening of March 3. Already Flynn and Abdul, "the Turk,''
are at Excelsior busy as beavers getting an elaborate training camp in
readiness to prepare the Colorado bif-fe-r
bout with one of
for his
the foremost glovemen of the ring.
Flynn appreciates the fact that he has
got to be inshis best form when he
tackles that Indianapolis walloper,
Jack Dillon.
The Hoosier is just a youngster yet,
who has just turned Ms voting age.
He has done ring service for three
years and owns the proud record of
having decisioned Jimmy Dime's great
meal ticket, George Chip, exactly seven times via the Andrews guide route.
Dillon has lost only one battle in his
affair to
entire career, a
Frank Klaus at San Francisco last
year, when he battled before "Sunny"
Jim Coffroth's Daily City club. Reports of that boat were veryihg: Some
said that it could have been a draw,
some" Said it could have been Dillon,
but Keferee Jack Welsh gave it to
Klaus.'' Later in the year, however,
Dillon met the Pittsburgh "bear-cat- "
again and almost knocked him stiff
at Indianapolis, which vindicated the
"L" opposite his engagement at Frisco.
Dillon has long been regcognized as
the Ketchel of the present crop of
middles, having taken the number of
every one of them that is entitled to
any kind of that rank.
'Of late, though,, the Booster boy
has' been rapidly accumulating
dupols. He is about ready to announce
himself a contender' for the "white
man's burden." He is a strong built
youngster who resembles Jim Jeffries
in. build, when the boilermaker was
the idol of the American ring. He has
never been knocked off nts pins and
thrives under punishment. He borea
In all the time, cutting loose for body
and head with terrific body and head
punches. He is also a splendid boxer,
but loves the give and take style.
If Dillon gets away with Jim Flynn,
then he will own the right to call himself light' heavy weight caampion of
the' world, possibly being disputed only ."''fev Georges Carpentier, French
3
champion. The winner of the March
bout will journey across the Atlantic
n swan dies with Georges. French
promoters have been after this pair
for a long time. Jack Curley says ne
there if Jim can down the
will
tough Dillon. Dillon is already signed
up for an April date.
The bie contest will be held at the
International Garage, Fifteenth and
Troost avenues. This Is an immense
is
building, with ground floor. There
not. a post in the interior to obscure
the vision of the bugs, nd It is an
ideal place for a contest of this kind.
on the
Jimmy Hurst has been working
getfinally
weeks,
several
place for
this
championship
for
it
hold
of
ting
affair last evening. There is a heavy
advance demand for reservations and
Dillon and Flynn will likely box before a record audience.
Dilion will put in his appearance on
the ground in ample time for the gang
to warm up to him and learn something about his condition.

BOSTON'S DOG SHOW OPENS
Boston, Mass., Feb. a.. Nearly every breed pf dog known to the fancier
was represented among the exhibits
(when, the doors were opened this
morning ior the annual beach show
of the Eastern Dog Club in Mechanic's
Building. The record of entries from
Boston and vicinity: was broken, and
there were many exhibits from New
York, Philadelphia and other cities,
as well as from Canada. As usual
with bench shows. In.; this city, the
Boston terriers led the list of entries,
although there was a large array of
other varieties of the canine kingdom. Judging was commenced this
morning and will be continued until
the show closes Friday night.
,

'

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Ad Wolgast vb. Johnny Dundee, 10
rounds, at New York.
Phil Brock vs. Eddie Murphy, 12
rounds, at Canton, Ohio.
'
Jack Britton vs. Young Jack
O'Brien, 10 rounds, at New York.
Jack Redmond vs. Jack Nelson, 10
rounds, at Platteville, Wis.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, Feb. 17. The market
was relieved today from the pressure
directed against It during the preceding session, but made little progress
toward recovering the losses then inflicted. The tone was steady throughout the forenoon, but speculative buying was limited and its influenced was
nullified by renewed weakness in
New Haven and profit taking iu' specialties which recently had been
strong.
For a time prices moved upward
slowly, but offerings at higher figures
were not well taken. Some of the
specialties made good gains, but the
railroad stocks once mora were Inclined to lag behjnd, and the movement as a whole; J.iaa insignificant.
Bonds were steady.
,
Traders took small profits and the
reaction was accelerated by selling
of Chesapeake and Ohio, which fell
General Motors shares forged upward, the common rising four and preferred 2 points? ''H' J
Prices drifted IdljT In the late session, but the undertone was good.
The market closed heavy. The announcement of a $19,000,000 Great
Western stock increase caused a decline ia the shares of dver two points,
The res of the list also became
slightly reactionary. The last eales
were aa follows:
Amalgamated Coppery......'.... 75
.... . .106
Sugar, hid
97
Atchison
Reading , ....................166
95
Southern Pacifio
.1 ..... .161
Union Pacific
65
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd......... 10914
.

quotaChicago, Feb. 17. Higher
tion at European centers favored an
advancing market today for wheat.
Selling on the bulge by professional
speculators here caused only a tem
porary, reaction. The strength of
c
prices was considered
especially significant as prevailing ia
the face of a substantial Increase of
the European possible supply. The
to
market in Chicago opened
cent up' and after a brief dip,
showed a rally all around. The close
was steady at a net advance of
to
trans-Atlanti-

Corn roset, Impelled chiefly by the
firmness of wheat The bull3 were
also encouraged by an advance at
Buenos Ayres. Opening prices were
cent higher, and
unchanged to
there was a further gain. The close
to
above last night-was steady,
Not much demand developed for oats.
The market, however, sympathized
with the upturn in other cereals.
Provisions were governed by the
course of prices for nogs, initial steadiness being succeeded by a moderate setback. First transactions varied
from a shade off to an advance of
with a later fall of 10 cents, from
top figures. The closing quotations
for the day were:
Wheat, May 94; July 89'.
Corn, May 66; July 66.
Oats, May 40; July 39.
Pork, May $21.72.
Lard, May $10.92; July $11.12'
Ribs, May $11.62; July $11.75.

2,

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Hogs, receipts 12,000. Market steady. Bulk $8.658.60; heavy $8.50

8.65; packers and butchers $S.40i
8.65; lights $8.25.8.55; pigs $7.25fi
Cattle, receipts 8.5O0. Market stea
to weak. Prime fed steers $7
8.35; southern steers $68; cowa
$4.257.50; heifers $6.759; Blockers and feeders $6.507.75; bulls $3
7.50; cauves $5.5010.2S.
iShe-ep- ,
receipts 9,000. Market W a
dy to weak'' limbs '$77.50; yearlings $5. 756.60; wethers $563.63;!
dy
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$4.505.
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CLEAHZriC
Those desiring work ck;:e
will please call on or phono

.....................

f-- at

'

8.

...............
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...........

BOARD OF TRADE

CHICAGO

A. W. Pattsreon.
Las Ve&s Transfer Co,
j

523 Sixth

"'"1 m

Street

p

Phone

Mai a i .5

w

For the best on ths market today sea m.
Miller
cr plain thread. Micheiin tubes
and tires.'. and Fiske tires and everything need- ed for the auto.
,
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LAB VESA

fcfePARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Uulted States Land Oirice
'Tucumcarl. N. 51.. January 22, 1914.
'NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
Statu of New Mexico, under and
t y virtue of tha act of Congress approved Jane 20, 1910, hereby makes
triplication for the within describel
appropriated, unreserved, and
publlo lands, for the beuetlt
of the University. Said lands being
cituated In the County of San Miguel,
Ctate of New Mexico, and more particularly d&scribeii as follows, t:

OAiLY OPTiC, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

17, 1914.

"Til

o?e OPTIC

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

fso.ooo.oa

Cunningham, Preside
Frank. Springer,
J.

M.

it

Vice-Preside-

af Tracts
GWKSE

Sec

Twp.

Rng.

12N
1SN
12N
12N

A5SSESSMENT NOTICE
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6. 1914.
Notice Is hereby given that 1, the
undersigned ( deputy assessor, will be
t my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
all business days between the hours
of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 28th, 1914) for the purpose of re
ceivlng returns of all property, according to the provisions of Chapter 84,
ILaws of the State of New Mexico,
3913. It Is made the duty of all per
eons to make a return of all property
they own, and those falling to do so,
within the time above specified, will
fee assessed by me according to section 10 of said Chapter 84 of the
laws of the state of New Mexico for
the year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be Imposed additional
lv me. You are further notified that

LAS VEGAS

SAMGS:

GMPiTAL STGQH

rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

BANK

Petten, Secretary.

Cash

In

advlnce preferred.

.

'

erty. he shall be liable to a penalty
of 25 per cent upon the full amount of
all taxes levied against him, and his
property, and shall also be deemed
guilty of perjury and punishable accordingly.
'

M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
CHARLES H. STEWART,

Deputy Assessor.
8ubacrlbe tor The Optic

$100 REWARD,

$100

NUMBER,

tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in Its curative powers that they

MAIN

2....

O. O. F. LAS VPP.ia
. V.
W
t IKin
' w w IWfiner
4. Meets every Mondav evp.nln! nt
their hall on Sixth street All visiHne- No.
brethren cordially invited to attend. No.
jmeuenstine. N. G.: A. T. Roeers. No.
G.: T. M. Elwood. Sfinrfitnrv Warl No.
wertz. Treasurer: C. V. Hedecoclc

L

offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It falls to cure. Send for SEWING WANTED At 716 Eighth
Cemetery Trustee.
list of testimonials.
street. Phone Vegas 342. Call beAddress: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tofore 8 a. m. or after 5 p. m.
B. P. O. ELKS
ledo, Ohio.
Meets second and
Sold by all druggists, 75o.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Take Hall's Family Pills for constimonth Elks' home on Ninth street and
pation. Adv.
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
FOR SALE-Cho- ice,
bright, baled oat Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Subscribe tor The Optlo.
straw, In carload lots or otherwise. Secretary.
Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
"X
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
neighborhood,
newly painted, pa- Ladies always welcome. O. L Fiers- pered, electric lights. Low rate man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
Phone Purple 5301.
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
employed,
comfortable, furnished East Las Vegas, N. M.
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ant
fourth Thursday
evening eact
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
board if desired. 710 Grand avenue, brothers
cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

T
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GOOD MAGAZ

Between Normal dormitory
and opera house, solid gold brace
inch wide. Reward.
let,
Return to dormitory.

1

i

one-fourt- h

Pay us $7.5Q-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-- If you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

HUNKER

Attorneya-at-La-

I

New Men

G. K.;

Frank

The Woman's Home Companion
McGlures

R

MONUMENT

JONES

A

W
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n
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Vanish Away
Men and women having backache,
I rneumansm, sun ana swonen jomis
i are honestly glad to Know tnat Foley
CVCIJ"
nuts Hit? DUVUCDDIUI
tviuiitsjr
where In driving out these ills. That
Is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
j true medicine and quickly effective in
all diseases that result from weak, In- 1

n

j
J

ties.

O. G.

Drug Store.

tained in this city from

ALL GfcOCERS

Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.

...... ...,20c
......

per 16t
per 181 tea
.S0c per .10 Ik
40c per 1M Ike,
60c per 1st Is
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Backache-Rheumatis-

Ii

EMPRESS
can be ov

ANT Ads
Are Best

ups

1

FRENCH
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of NatiraJ Ice, tie Purity
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Lea Vegas famons.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

That's Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound. It has the confidence of your
druggist, who knows It will give you
satisfaction W. W. Nessmith. States-borGa, says: "I have used Folev'a
Honey and Tar Conuound in my family and have sold it in my store and
it never faiis to cure." Refuse a sub
stitute. O. G. Scliaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

MAiiH--

SILVER

lbr, or More, Each Del very
Iba, to 2,000 lb., Each Delivery
Ibc, to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 60 Iba Each Delivery

Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown

HI

V

AGUA PURA COMPANY

W BOWERS

cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
'Vfice Hours; l:8ft o m. to 8:30 p.

it

is.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS. &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

J

2,000
1,000
200

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Hair and Scalp
General
Massage,
Treatment Facial Massage, Mani- -

(one

Better EMPRESS

EETAIL PEICES

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.

23

way when you
learn how Much

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

AngeL F. S.

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
moderate prices
doom 1, Center Block, Tel Main II'
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
S

giving you

8

FLOUR realk

day of the month in the vestry roomt
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock f
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
Greenclay, Secretary.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

JONES-BOWER-

V 7

2

north Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,

w

uas Vegas.

The National Sportsman

NE

It

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and

George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank

m.

4:30 p. m.
7:00 p. ib.

a present for doing something
you d do bny

cordially Invited.

& HUNKER

6:40 a.

f you use

Store members are
especially welcooe anr

ATTOKNEY8

Depart

FLOU- R-

t.llsccllancouo

Address

m

EMPRESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
High on the second and fourth Mondays oi
class general merchandise business
each 'month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
only store In locality:, making
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
money. Owner must sell because of
Vlsitlni
Local Deputy.
Montague,
other

Interests.
Optic office.

nv

1:35 p. m,

.

a. m
p. m....
p. m....

-i-

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54i
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue

LOST

m

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

G

Lost

...

nv

p.
p.
a.
p.

For YOU!

For Sain

PKALL'

E

m..

p.

For Rent

SUBSCRIBE FflU T

Depan
7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

Arrive

1....
S....
7....
9....

-

Wantssi

p. m..'...
p. m
a. m....
p. m
West Bound

7:20
4
11:54
8.... 2:25
No. 10.... 1:35

I.

OPTIC
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all Its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
treatment
requires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu

East Bound
Arrive

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary,

Interest PaJd On Deposits
If any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his prop-- ,

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in

President
Vice President
Treasurer

D. T. HOSKINS

Meets first and third Tnaa.
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial.
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

f4.4

Bad

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W, , KELLY

ADVER-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cent per Una each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- I
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Twrm- -'
lar conclave
"a
No ad to occupy lese space than two
In each aienth at Ma- lay
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonioTemple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
wil'l be booked at space
actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4. FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night aft
munication first and O. it. C. hall, on Douglas avense at
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are et
third Thursday
each month, visiting dia!ly! welcome
J. C. Werta, Pres
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O.
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

COLU
RATES

;

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

II

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Mer.

N.M.
N.M.
JWENW
N.M.
;SSE
N.M.
GttSW14
acree.
Comprising a
AH persons
wishing to protest
sainst selection by the, State of New
ftlexlco of the tracts of land above
taentioncd, must file their protests
against the said eeloctlon In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.
25B
25B
25B
30
33
25B
total area of 200
19
29

RESTAURANT

CHAPMAN

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Asa't Cash.

'

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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INTEND BUILDINGS

TO

LAST

quarter of an hour had passed when
the door briskly opened and the fresn
young man entered. He looked towards the den but not around the
room. When he was sure no one
was liiHlde he produced a key and
entered the den. He was inside not
over two minutes, and when he re
appeared he waa stuffing greenbacks
into his pockets. He locked the door
behind him and then passed out of
the office without having glimpsed the
watcher.
For a moment the girl reasoned
that he was the son of the partner,
and had a right to go and corner Then
she scented something wrong and put
on her hat and hurried down to the
street. The young man was just entering an1 auto in which sat waiting
another young man.
"Get it?" queried the latter.

00XXKXXXXXX

HORRORS OF THE "SOLITARY"
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bok-keeper-

t

-

Decries Habit of Putting Up
Barbarous Treatment of Men Who ALL THERE WAS TO IT
Temporary Structure to Serve
on the Farm.
Mostly' Are Only Unfortunate
Is Censured.
As one looks back over his life on
By GRACE KERRIGAN.
When Miss Lizzie Carford entered
Ithe fann he Is dismayed to see how
Imagine yourself not speaking tot a
much of it has befn spent in doing soul for weeks at a time, shut in a upon her duties as stenographer and
(hinga that are temporary; that must dark cell, your food thrust to you typewriter with Ames & Co. she didn't
be done over and over again. For ever through a grating, and your only exer- look for any social side of it There
be is repairing fences or buildings; al- cise obtained through 'parading round couldn't be any in a business office.
yard Sh would ask for the reBpect that is
ways there haunts him the knowledge and round a little
that foundations are giving way, walls with walls that reach seemingly to the due any girl or woman, no matter
sky; and then ask yourself, Is thie whether she has money and social
bulging and roofs leaking.
on
on
maintenance
the farm the way to get Into the better nature standing or must earn her living.
The tax
men
Ames & Co. were middle-agefs too large, and now is the time to be- of a man, to search for and nourish
there is In him? and both married. Both were workers,
gin to correct this evil, the Breeders' whatever little good
Think of the old "solitaire" soli and both quiet men.' They had a small
Gazette says. For the sake of our
confinement of the Kastern State business, but a paying one, and their
the
tary
on
the farm, for
remaining years
cake of the boys who will come after penitentiary, Philadelphia, and many bookkeeper was also their cashier. He
I have met men who
and
was a young man of twenty-four- ,
s, let us build for permanence, so far other prisons.
"You bet!"
have openly told me that if they could the newcomer was not favorably imas we are able Concrete makes
"How much?"
to
foundations and floors. It get so and so they would be happy B.
"Two hundred!"
pressed with him. It Is none of the
C
makes cheap walls for the lower die and would die smiling, H.
stenographer's business whether the
"Bully! We'll have a devil of a
in
National
the
writes
Warner
Maga bookkeeper in his den is young or
etorles of farm buildings. Concrete
time!"
fence posts should last a hundred zine. The "eo and so" referred to was
or ugly social or surly.
The stenographer waa In the
official. The men
Neither Mr. Adams nor his partner flee when Mr. Ames returned from
years. Roofs of tile slate or galvan- invariably a prison if
anycommitted
will,
had
you
crime,
ized Iron are fairly imperishable.
were good at dictating, and they put his lunch. He smiled amiably and
the
In Europe the farmer inherits much thing that had offended against
the work off on the bookkeeper. passed into the den, but a moment
so
brutally Again, they would be the only occu- later
more than his land; be inherits build- laws, and they had been
and
reappeared, white-face- d
treated in prison that they had come
for hours at a trembling. He looked at the girl and
of
the
business
ings so well constructed that while out of
pants
men
no
beasts
but
longer
prison
time, and if he was surly and gruff it tried to apeak, but could only stamthey are hundreds of years old they
worse, far worse, than when they would make
will yet endure indefinitely. The farmmer.
things lonesome.
went
in.
er adds a shed or two; he bequeaths
Mr., Wntler Bardsley, the said
"Have you missed gome money?"
So many people excuse themselves
then to his son an equipment that is
was in his den when Miss Car she asked.
we
bother
should
no
"Why
by
saying,
needs
was hired. There had
comprehensive, useful and
reform? The man has ford called and in
especial work to keep It In repair. Let about prison
not been a girl
that office in the five
"Howanuch?"
been
he
has
proven guilty;
us quit "moving on" in America, but offended;
been
"Two hundred dollars! I counted
he
had
there, but he never
years
settle down on the land as though we he muet be punished." But let them turned from his desk to look. She had it out just before going to lunch.
how
moment
consider
and
a
for
pause
that
fc
meant
stay there, and signal
a pleasant voice, but he didn't seem to Were you out to lunch?"
Intention by beginning the era of per- - many men and women, too, for that hear It. After she had gone, and he
"Not today."
uuu
oeen
nave
matter
puyameniany
manent construction on the farm.
was told by Ames that she was to take
"Then then "
' comment
icaiiy ruinea Dy mat one wora pun; the
was:
"Then I saw it taken! Had you
place, his only
nnf tinooihla in MlrrOpt
1arA Ta
missed money before?"
"Very well, sir."
WORD IMPRESSED THE JURY rather than to punish?
She was waiting for him next morn"Three times.
Didn't you know
The majority of those who go to
when he arrived.
that was why we turned away Mr.
Re-ing
1
in
Scientific
Term
iCIever Use of
Jail are not necessarily criminals
Mr. Bardsley did not bow. He did not jsarusiey: we couldn't say he emsuited In Acquittal of
the true sense. They are the unfortu
at bezzled it but we were forced to sus
nates of the world. Show them the Introduce himself. He did not look,
Lawyer's Client
'
pect."
error of their ways, correct them, help her.
and
mail
"As
the
He
aon
of your partner took
morning
that
up
picked
of
one
was
assault
and
The case
them to help themselves.
carried it into hlB den and the girl was the money today he probably took
fcattery, and one of the witnesses was
for half an hour to twiddle her the others. He has a key to the den.
a local doctor whom the prosecuting JOSEPH'S WELL STILL THERE left
thnitihH.
Then he came out and sat I sat right over there and saw him
to
bully,
suggesting
lawyer proceeded
machine and started ofl operate."
the
down
in
of
by
was
favor
that he
prejudiced
of the Bible May Easily with:
Historic
Spot
The partner was called In and in
disthe defendant, and had wilfully
Be Located, Even at the
"Mr. H. O. Wharton Dear Sir: Youi formed of what had occurred, and to
torted his evidence In his favor.
Present Day.
letter of the 9th inst. at hand."
gether the two men took up the chase
The doctor denied this, and went on
Miss Lizzie picked up pad and pen The young man was run down and he
to say that the defendant was suf
Louis Parker's play, "Joseph and
were five letters made no denials. In fact, he laid the
fering from "phalacrosis." The word His Brethren," with its scenic splen- cil and wrote. There
caused a sensation in court, and, dors, Including a representation of Jo In all. He never paused to say "com blame all on his father.
Miss Lizzie took the half-daoff.
ma," "period" or "paragraph," but
asked to define the disease, the doc
well, reminds one that the redrove straight ahead, and when fin In going home she saw Mr. Bardsley
tor described it as "a sort of chronic seph's
to
well
are
be
mains of the original
disease of an Inflammatory nature found at. a spot situated directly on ished got up without a word and went in a doorway. He looked at her but
back to his den. She typed the let did not bow. She walked straight up
which affects certain cranial tissues
the canal route from Shechem to Mem- ters and laid them on the desk and to him and said: "You are
the big
Asked It It affected the mind, the phis, about two miles southeast of
doctor said he was not posing as an Cairo. The well itself is in the court when Mr. Ames came in they wert gest cad and snob In the state, but
youcome along with me!"
expert, but he had known some per- yard of some barracks belonging to signed and sent out to be mailed.
He followed her to her home with
"Very well done," said Mr. Ames
sons when suffering from the disease the army of occupation.
all there was to it.
out asking a question, and when they
become raving maniacs, and others
Near by is "the citadel," the second and that's Mr.
At noon
Bardsley went out tc were seated she asked: "Were you
de
Some showed
merely foolish.
largest mosque in Egypt. The well
miffed because they gave me the
etructlve and pugilistic tendencies, bears signs of having been bricked up. lunch.
When he had disappeared Miss Lis place?"
while many others had suffered for Yet it is easy to see that Joseph's disvvny, I was glad of it!" he ex
years and had never shown any men comfiture could not have been so zie went out to lunch. She was bad)
he came In she did not claimed,
x
when
and
first,
tal abnormalities.
this
For
one
as
might imagine.
great
"But you never spoke to me."
He refused to say anything further well, like all the wells of Egypt, is of look at hfm nor he at her. He could
"You didn't ask me to lunch."
and the Jury promptly acquitted the a circuniierence mucn larger man hare said: "Nice day, Miss Carford?'
"1 I dasn't!"
And she could have answered: "Yes,
accused, because, as the foreman ex those of today and Joseph would have
"I was afraid you'd snub me!"
plained, Doc said there was some been able to exercise his limbe with very nice."
"Couldn't you have given me a good
But he didn't say and she didn t say
thing the matter with his head."
ease by walking around t. Moreover
From her place by the machine she morning?
When the case was over the prose- when the Nile is low these wells are
"I wanted to awful bad, but but
cutor sought enlightenment as to the quite dry. London Correspondence to could look Into the bookkeeper's der
Mr. Bardsley dared not look her In
and she his back always hia back
mysterious disease, and found that the New York Sun.
He was blusnmg like a
After she had surveyed that back for tne lace..
"phalacrosis" meant baldness.
three mortal hours, and could have maiden over a marriage proposal. He
Blame Put on County.
war-maof every line and was fumbling his hands and mpvlng
- V.'hen Sea
Feeds Land, f
The case of McGee vs. Jones coun drawn a
and looked out his feet as if he would run away.
Bhe
turned
or
Alwrinkle,
court
Seaweed, at one time thought val ty before the supreme
"I see," mused the girl as she studthe
roof
of
the
adjoining build
ueless, Is a wonderful fertilizer. Tons bany presented a unique question that upon
clothes-linstretcn ied him. "I have found a shy man
of it are collected in carts at low tide has arisen once before In New York ing. There was aon
that line hung an the only, one in the world!
across it, and
That
by the Cornish farmers and around state. The plaintiff, while driving a ed
You will get
It flapped in thi changes everything.
flannel
shirt
old
red
onto
a bridge suddenly
blind horse
the coast of England.
in time if you
After being dried in heaps, it Is lost consciousness, and the horse breeze. It fluttered like a woundedIt your place back, and
are not too Bhy "
were moments when
There
bird.
the
of
nu
on
off
land.
the
the
There
its
walked
bridge,
approach
spread
as it were.
And in time she became the wife of
tritive properties of hydrogen and which was left unprotected because of almost ceased to breathe,
new
a blood a shy man, and he was not exhibited
was
when
shirt
That
to
of
the county
pro
'potash, in which it is very rich, are the negligence
absorbed into the soil, and produce vide guards. The court held that the red in color. It was now faded to the at a museum.
iwonderful crops. New potatoes from accident was due not to the blind color of an old brick house in Tarry (Copyright, 1913, by the McClure News
town--thone where General Wash
paper syndicate.)
Jersey, and spring cabbages from ness of the horse or the plaintiff's
the
Cornwall, are raised with seaweed loss of consciousness, but to the coun ington once stopped after licking tem
British to ask the owner for the
FORCED TO DECLINE OFFER
fertilizer. The sea also furnishes ty's negligence, and said:
The
Is
other
"While
porary loan of his boot-jacin
land
the
the
for
ways.
primarily
highway
(food
The despised starfish, in many for travelers and vehicles under con shirt had four patches on it to covei Distinguished Professor Must Have
are trol, yet the defendant must be held four holes. The buttons were misslni
places known as
Thought He Was a Victim ef
eaeerly sought and carted away In to anticipate that horses may get be and with Increasing age it had shrunk
Leap Year.
(tons from the coast to fertilize th yond control of their drivers because What was the romance what the my
(flelda further inland. Small fish, too, of fright, accident or mishap, and the tery of the old red shirt?
An undergraduate at Balliol having
taseless for human food, are sold by plaintiff was no more at fault, nor he
"Why, I thought you'd gone."
fallen ill, hia sister came to nurse
hei
of
Mr.
Ames
at
It was the voice
Ithe million as manure. Rich inphos- and his horse any less entitled to pro
him, and the master of Balliol paying
phates, a primary element in land tection. because he lost control elbow. The girl had laiien asleep many visits td the young man's rooms
:fertlliaers, they are good for almost through a faint, than had this accl- - The bookkeeper had departed without frequently met the Bister. There were
I dent occurred owing
to some acldent awakening her. Wasn't that, the trici numerous other visltori during the pa
)any kind of root crops.
I
'
T1 tl tr ftf
n Vila .rchlnla
tha H
of a mean man?
tient's convalescence, and the young
I me amnuu,
Each day for the next month was lady waa greatly attracted by, and
B
U
i...
like every other day. Outside of the Anally became engaged to, one of her
An English policeman entered the
Stroke.
dictation not ten words passed be brother's friends.
Helped
by
Lightning
house of a publican one morning and
reasons to tween the stenographer and the book
Some
had
have
physical
When her brother recovered and
informed him that it would be neces
that they had been struck by keeper. They came and went with the young lady was about to depart
rejoice
an
the
in
to
hold
there
inquest
sary
De Quatrefages mentions out noticing each other.
It vexed the master came to say "Good-by- .
Now the landlord had a lightning.
, afternoon.
of a telegraph employe at, and annoyed her for the first wee! She thanked him warmly for his kind
case
the
great objection to anything of the Strasburg, who was struck senseless and then she said to herself:
ness to her brother, and concluded by
Oh, I cant be
kind, and said:
remained paralyzed until the next
"He's probably mad because som saying that she had a great favor to
troubled with Inquests in my house. and
but thereafter enjoyed better. one he recommended wasn't taker ask of him. The master said that he
Here, what'U you have to drink?' day,
than ever before, In Marti' on instead of me, but if be thinks would be delighted.
health
d
a
of
drop
Robert said he have
M. Roalde was deprived by he'll get rid of me by playing tin
a
nique
Without thinking that her remark
Scotch, which he did. "Have a cigar,
of the use of his limbs for bear he'll find himself mistaken. I'rt was
lightning
too." said the host. After the con
capable of two interpretations,
three
but, having previously real giad to find one man In the citj she replied at once, "I should like you
sumption' of two Scotches and cigars been a hours,
of weak health, was much who isn't smirking around and brag
man
to marry me," meaning that he would
the constable said he thought he
from that time on. Several
ging how smart he Is!"
officiate at the ceremony.
could get the inquest held somewhere stronger
authors refer to cases in which rheu
Then a son 'of Mr. Ames' partnei
The master, in a state of great agl
Blse, but as he was leaving the land
And
was
matism
cured
col
from
by lightning.
came home on his vacation
lord remarked: "By the way, who In this
tation, hurried from the room, exto
seem
trees
respect, also,
He was, a very fresh young claiming. "My dear young lady, it
lege.
are they going to hold, the Inquest be as men.
to be a high rollei would be utter misery for both of
Arago saw a poplar, one
)n?" "No one as I know of now, of an avenue of 1,500 near Tours, man. He wanted
but his father was tight with monej us!" London Answers.
Baid the man In blue; but it ud a
which, having been struck, developed
matters. He hung about the office
been me if I hadn't had these drinks euch vigor
that its trunk soon far sur
good deal, though neither the book
Waitress Had Not Aged.
an' smokes,"
its
passed in dimensions those of all
was
nor the stenographer
He had just reached the philosophikeeper
neighbors,
more than barely civil to him.
cal stage when he sllpperd Into a
Actor's Presence of Mind.
At the end of a week,. Miss Lizzie
between bars for a hit to eat.
' "When something goes wrong on the
Cautious Young. Woman.
that the two partners wert He ordered. Then he sat staring ahead,
noticed
acElizabeth had been strictly trained anxious and perturbed and held con
atage the clever and experienced
thoughtful In expression, and
tor can always save the situation by in the proprieties of receiving gifts of sulfations. Some excitement aisc quietly
waited.
faking. An old hand worked it one money. Uncle John arrived, a privi spumed to have got hold of the book
It Is admitted he did some waiting,
time like that "Die, villain!" the leged character, and after the custom
were turee days o, too. "What happened to his order
There
keeper.
r
hero said, and shot off his revolver of uncles, produced a quarter-dollaand then he disappeared anc couldn't be understood outside the peat the villain's head. But the gun Likewise he offered to go to the candy- - this,
tookhis place. It wasn't culiar convolutions of a restaurant
Ames
Mr.
didn't go off.
Six times the hero man's shop across the way on a squan
for the girl to ask why, but she nat kitchen, but he spent half an hour sitpulled the trigger, and not a single dering expedition.
wondered over it. The rou
there staring ahead of him.
There Elizabeth chose a box of can Anally
explosion took place. The audience
same. Ai ting
about
the
continued
tine
At
last it came. As the waitress put
was getting hysterical, when the vic dy at ten cents. The shopkeeper took
all went to lunch. The door o; the order before him, he started from
noon
tim struck an attitude and said: the quarter, and produced in exchange the
bookkeeper's den, in which was th hie deep study, as if ho had forgotten
"Your pistol has missed fire,
Sir the box and fifteen cents. Elizabeth
was locked at such times.
Bafe,
be had an order coming. Then, lookthe
as
refused
she
Reginald, but what difference does It was polite but firm
one day, instead of goinj
fair transporter of edinoon
At
iBfi&ke?
ing up at the
The thought that I was to be chance
the
munch
to
out
lunch,
stenographer
said:
bles, he
shot has frightened me to death!" - "Thank you," Rhe said, "hut we are ed a
'
big apple and buried ner nost
"You don't look a day older!
iAiid he rolled over and died.
not allowed to take money from every
had
she
book
down.,
t
in a
brought
New York Evening Post
(Writer

17, 1914.
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PROGRAM TONIGHT
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AT THE
Regular dance at F,
nesday night. Adv.

OF THOSE
EATING

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

B.

Hall Wed

lamps

at

Tomorrow night at the armory will
occur the second Elite dance.

APPLES

BRIDGE STREET

6:14

-

?

j

Three-ree-

feature showing Colorado state penitentiary.''

l

Walter Randolph, a mail carrier, Is
recovering from a siege of illness.

Adv.

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.
Adv.

Simon Baeharach aa Caruso Friday
night will save you the price of go,
ing to New York.

Steams Store
ELKS' MINSTREL

SHOW

FRIDAY NIGHT.

Adv.

1AVAJ.0

IMIETB

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

night

Wholesalers

SHOW FRIDAY NIGHT.

this afternoon. The team has served
the department faithfully for the past
12 years, and its departure brought li
sadness to the fire boys.

Every Women Is Proud to be
a good baker.

It is a

na- -

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUPv. PRIDE

1

I 15he
At

lb

The time for cleaning up la at
hand and also for fertilization of all
lawns and garden plots, according to
city boosters. Another snow is expected soon and following that good
weather Is predicted, giving all city
farmers of garden prqduce a chance
to start operations.
A sale was completed this morning
whereby the -- old fire team, "Rock"
and "Sam," became the property of
W. B. Charles of Watrous?' Mr.
Charles took the team to Watrous

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
ELKS' MINSTREL

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Home of tiie Best of Everylbing Eatable

Fresh Strained Honey Pint
Jars, 30c each
Fresh Comb Honey, 2 for 35c
THE GOAAF & H AYWARD CO. STORE

PIANO TUNER
Franidin of Starr Piano company is now In town. Phone Main
389 and have your work done.
Reference Mrs. C. L. Kohn. Adv.
C. E.

FURNITURE

BEULAH

CUDGET

.

lots, to eager customers, both in and
out of the county. There are six
sacks going by today's mail.
One of our citizens was fined $52
this winter by the state. It was this
He bought 8i acres of land,
way:
oovered with oak brush, and on which,
with his other effects, he paid $39
taxes. He had the oaks grubbed out
of part of it, at $30 per acre, and
last mail brought notice that he must
pay, on or before the sixteenth, $91.
This ranchman now wants to hire four
nls fields In oaK
strong men, to re-sbrush, as the land does not produce
enough to pay the fine.
RUSTICUS.
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar, Adv.

23

$615 Is

7

'

nisponn HOUSE
dulwiu

IK

AND

DAISY

the price of the Ford F. O. B. Las
with equipment. Get catalog and

Vegas,-complet-

e

par-

ticulars from

opera

7

LAS VEGAS FOIU SALES CO.

'Phono

Vegas 424

.

HA--

THE FIRE QUEENS
Always Watchful

"

MOST HEAT

FOp YOUR MONEY

SWASTlli5cOAL
ELKS MINSTRELS

W H
OPERA

OL ESA L C

HOUSE

3. l"J0 G

Friday February 20
40 ..PEOPLE 'IN THE CAST
UNDER

A

THE-

Tano

DIRECTION OF MRS.

C HAS.

rA N D

RETAIL

BUD ON Pho"" M""':

VJU4TT4-

-

fLill,

if

IIU-I-

I

LS.JI

L. KOHN

Mania WitB Every Song a
Good One

9M

Musiq of the Happiest Sort
Enough Pretty Girls, Graceful Dancing
and Catchy Music to Travel Miles to
i:
See It

Sign of Spring

'

Our Spring Rus are already Here. The
finest ever shown in Las Vegas. See us
before buying.
.
.
,

:

FOR SALE

High grade parlor and bed room
furniture and rugs at private sale,
low prices, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Residence of George H. Kinkel, 907
Seventh street. Adv.

8 Funny End Men Who Are Certain to
Entertain You

J.

C.

-

Johnsen
Son
Furnishers"
.

"Complete Home

TICKETS - S1.00 75 and 50c

RESERVE SEATS AT USUAL PRICES
ENTRIES ARE WITHDRAWN
The commissioner of the general
land office has canceled the following
homestead entries under government
proceedings for failure to comply with
CARL ELLIS AND HISS MASQUERADE AT ELKS'
the homestead laws;
Jesse H. Marshall, in Sec. 15, T. 13
N., R. 23. E. John B. Harvey, in Sec.
GERARD TO BE WEDDED
CLUB A BIG AFFAIR
6, T. 12 N., R. 23 E.
Douglass Carr,
in Sec. 29, T. 13 N., R. 24 E. Archie
B. Marshall, in Sec. 11, T. 13 N., R. PLANS OF YOUNG PEOPLE TO BE
SOCIAL EVENT PRECEDING THE
23 E. George W. Neafus, In Sees. 20
MARRIED TONIGHT LEARNED
COMING OF LENT IS EN.
and 21, T. 12 N., R. 24 E. Zora M.
BY FRIENDS
JOYABLE
Duck, in Sees. 19 and 30, T. 12 N., R.
24 E.
will occur
This evening at 7
Plckanniny and princess, foreigner
the wedding of Miss Edna Gerard to and American and many characters,
Mr. Carl Ellis. Following the cere- strange, Ibeautiful
and picturesque,
FIREMEN LOOK FOR
mony the, young couple will leave for mingled last night in a Jolly masquerOchiltree, Texas, where they will re- ade ball at the Elks' club with the
side.
happy result of enjoying the best
A LARGE ATTENDANCE
The- - newa of this weddinAoffiei as dance ever given at that hospltablo
a surprise to the young people's place.
friends. They have been enThe dance was pretty and the va
WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY BALL many
gaged for some time, but it was not
EXPECTED TO FILL THE
known the ceremony was to occur so
OPERA HOUSE
soon. The young people tried to have
That the attendance of maskers at the ceremony performwd and leave on
the E. Romero Hose and Fire com- their wedding trip before their friends
learned of it, but thew plans leaked
pany's .ball Monday night will be the
out.
largest ever seen at one of these afThey probably will be surprised
fairs is the opinion of the firemen,
and preparation for such an attend- when they see by this article that
their plans are known, as they told
ance is being made.
The many masquerade costumes nobody who looked liked a reporter.
that are already in Las Vegas and The announcement, however, is based
those that will arrive here this week on authentic information.
Miss Gerard is a charming young
assure everybody of the. proper garb.
A number of the Elks who attended woman and has resided, in Las Vegas
the dance given last night also will for a number of years. She is a
attend the Firemen's ball, it is de- sweet singer and is popular in Las VeMiss Gerard is
gas society circles.
clared.
a
of
Normal
the
to
University,
graduate
are
attracted
Many people
beng
the dance by the prizes that have and is a young woman of deligntful
been offered for the best ragger and personality and unusual beauty. She
ALL AEOIID SATISFACTION
the best tangoer. The many different is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Gerard.
will he the result of your purchase if
tango parties find people practicing
Mr. Ellis is well known here. He
for this dance, while everybody will
it comes from ns
compete for the. ragging trophy. This is a young man of excellent Qualities RE MEMBER: Our Name on the Box
feature was originated by the E. Ro and is said to be the best all around
'
means a Lot
mero company and it expects it to be athlete in the entire southwest. He
was a member of the famous Las Vea' success.
The ticket sale '. continues good, gas Maroons In 1910, 1911 and 1312.
' & g It'
"ft
adding to the Insurance of the suc- Mr. Ellis has been residing at his
cess of the affair. Everybody is re- father's ranch in Ochiltree, Texas, for
1
serving Monday evening for this the past several months and will lo;
cate there with his bride.
dance.
.

Juan Leger, aa old time settler on
the Sapello, has moved to town for
better school facilities.
Jeff Ground has hought out tho other heirs to tho Ground homestead, and
rumor has it that Jeff is tired of
filngle blessedness, and threatens to
commit matrimony.
There are many signs of an effort
to do better farming than heretofore.
The most conspicuous one Is, quite
a number of ranchmen turned their
land In the fall and some of us
spread tho litter from the barn
yard on the fellds, instead of dumping
it in the gutter.
The parcels post is quite a convenience io us mountain folk. We are
spiling our T?;;etabl8 ia CO pound

FEBRUARY

To give all the Normal and High
school students a chance to see their
daddies, the Elks' minstrel will be
given. Friday instead
of Thursday

--

New Mexico Largest

'3

j

William Osbourne baa entered tho
of the Las Vega3 Mercantile
employ
S4
company aa a butcher.
Piano for rent Enquire at resiT
dence of G. H. KInkel, 907 Seventh
street, Monday, Tuesday or Wednes-day.- r

"!'':,Np..

lower price. Under all conditions in every country the
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And in first and after costs it
saves money for its owner.

1

Our new Spring Millinery is ready
for inspection. Mrs. A. Standish.

Beauties
Arkansas Black s

'

--

It's a better car sold at a

1

R.on53Ln

j

!"

Watch for the big automobile par- ado Friday afternoon at 4 p. m.

Jonthaois

1
lf, .

"THE HAND OF THE LAW" J
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MUTUAL MOVIES'
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riety of costumes exceeded those at
any masquerade ever given, here. The
flower girl, the pink lady, the blue
lady, the harem gins, mammy with
her children, and all kinds of tunny
and grotesque costumes were there,
and the spirit of the dance was jolly.
The ball started at about 9:30
o'clock and the maskers had charge
of the floor until after 11 o'clock.
During the latter part of, the evening
refreshments were servde and the
party ended at about 1:30 o'clock.
FREE TOLLS DOOMED Washington, Feb. 17. Feeling that
sentiment in the senate is now strong
for the repeal of the tolls exemption
clause of the Panama canal act, President Wilson has turned his attention
to the situation in the house,, where' a
stiff fight may develop, and will confer tomorrow with fiepresentative' Underwood, who has been claimed as a
supporter by some opponents of
'

garding payment of political graft in
connection with contracts for the construction of the Catskill aqueduct. Efforts were made to obtain such evidence from witnesses called when the
jury resumed its Hearings this after- FAVORS LEASING

POLICY

y
Washington, Feb. 17. The best
in making Alaskan coal available
would be to open the lands under a
leasing system, Secretary Lane told
the house public lands committee today, allowing limited areas to small
coal operators with reservations of
,120. acres in the Bering river coal
tract arid 7,080 acres in the Matanus- ka fields for government purposes.
Secretary Lane declared the Pacific
coast was calling on congress to opea
a great supply of fuel and that the
withdrawal of the Alaskan coal lands
had been cruel and unjust He charg- -'
ed that withdrawal of the immense
coal land area, when men sought to
evade the law, haa resulted in one-haof the 1,129 claims there being
declared fraudulent pol-cit-

lf

CONVICT LABOR FAVORED
Chicago, Feb. 17. A resolution asking congress to authorize the creation

of a commission to determine how national aid should be givea the building of highways was adopted today at
the annual conference of the Association of State Highway TjireQtors.
The association also advocated the
use of convict labor in, highway building and repair work. T. H. MacDon-ald- ,
state engineer pf Iowa, presided
'
at the conference.
' - -- '

WERE TITLES PURCHASED?
Feb. 17. The recent parliamentary scandal in connection with
the purchase of Marconi shares by
members of the British cabinet was
revived today in the house of lords,'
together with the whole question of
the secrecy of party funds and the
purchase of titles oi iiobility.
London,

"RUBE" NEAR DEATH
San Antonio, Tex,, Feb. 17. "Rube'
London, Feb. lf.--- A
epecial" dis- Waddell, the famous baseball pitcher,
patch from Gospert today eay that formerly In the major leagues, who
the Shamrorck IV, Sir Thomas
is in a hospital here suffering from
challenger for the America's a bronchial affection, was reported
cup, is to be tested as a centerboard today to be in a serious condition.
yacht Her hull is not to be of steel,
as anticipated, but composite with
THE KENNEDY FUNERAL
wood as a factor.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 17. Arrangements for the funeral of John J. Ken.

A COMPOSITE

HULL

1

'

f

OFFICIAL MAY BE ACCUSED
nedy, formersiaiei;sure.r
who
New York, Feb. 17. Tho indict committed
suicide at hisi home here
'
ment of a high etate officer and
Sunday, were completed today.
prominent politician depended on the

grand jury's success today in con-- j
firming evidence already gathered re--

1

Subscribe for The Opno.
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